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ANALYSIS
DISCUSSION in the German press during the summer
months covered to some extent, in advance, the ground
A
which must be traversed by statesmanship, if the present
negotiations with the Russians are to come to anything ; we
publish a summary in this issue. Some of the arguments will
be familiar to readers of The European. It is a matter of continual
surprise .to us that in the light' of long published facts they are
not familiar to all ; in practice it appears from their speeches
and writings that many of these considerations have not even
yet occurred to leading statesmen and journalists. But one fact,
which appeared obvious some five years ago, seems at last to
have been recognised in recent months by the rulers of both
America and Russia ; when both sides have the H-bomb, neither
side will dare to use it. The new readiness to negotiate is the
first reflex action to the new facts of this age of the “ paralysed
giants ”. Within these governing factors, a certain anxiety is,
also, succeeding the old complacency in the matter of a possible
surprise attack, which might deliver a knockout blow at the
beginning of a war ; both America and Russia are now publicly
discussing this possibility. They seem to have got as far as
thinking about the dispersal of aerodromes and their effective
protection, in order to ensure that at least the counterblow can
always be delivered, with the result that the deterrent will remain
in force. The/ possibility of an entirely concealed force of
inevitable retaliation — demanded long ago in these columns —
does not yet seem to have entered the picture; it will. When
retaliation on each side is inevitable and ineluctable, deterrent
will be complete and paralysis final. The fact that the Russian
army will again be in command of Europe when neither side dare
3
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use the H-bomb, seems never to be faced or discussed outside
these columns ; although the solid professional resistence to
amateur demands for the scrapping of all weapons except the
H-bomb appears to reflect this knowledge. That menace must finally
be countered by Western armies so modem in organisation, and
so scientific in method, that a full deployment of Western science
can check Eastern m ass; another subject often discussed in this
journal.
The Alternative, General Disarmament; then a Stronger Idea
The only alternative is the general disarmament, which was
regarded as nonsense by many of our own friends, when we
first urged the end and argued the means in these columns ; it
has now become the chief preoccupation of constructive statesman
ship. At this point — when neither side dare use the H-bomb
but Western skill matches Eastern strength on land, or when we
have effective disarmament — another situation will arise which
we discussed years ago* but, we believe, has not yet been
considered elsewhere. At that point the struggle will assume a
primarily political, instead of a primarily military character ;
the Russian advance will be in the form of civil rather than
international war. It will then be vital to survival that we have
an idea in the West that is stronger than the communist idea.
It is to us a matter of continual surprise that no one seems to
think about these things. Perhaps politicians and journalists
are too busy to think ; so it remains our dull business to continue
to think. Our thoughtful readers may be interested in some of
the results which appear in this issue. Judging by correspondence,
their publication in Germany has already created a certain
interest among people who have had recent occasion to study
the necessity for advance thinking.
Stock Exchange Boom and the Balance of Payments
The stock exchange boom has roared through the summer,
with only an occasional falter as thoughts turned to the balance
of payments in the autumn. In essence, it is an adjustment of
equity share prices to the inflation. We reckoned at the end of
the war that the inflation, which had then occurred, must cause
*The European Situation, March 1950.
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the ordinary share index (Financial Times) to reach two-hundred,
from the starting point of about sixty in the abnormal depression
of June 1940, when so many patriots, by a common mystic urge,
decided to . get out of British industry and into cash (quite
irrational, even in financial terms, if they had still possessed the
wit, or the calm, to think at all). In fact, this price movement
in equity shares, which would normally have occurred two or
three years after the war, did not take place until over ten years
after the war. The reason for the delay was the arrival of a
Labour Government which, without doing much good to the
people, did a number of things which stockbrokers thought boded
no good to them. This belated stock exchange boom, under
a tardy Conservative Government, is simply a mathematical
adjustment of industrial share values to the deterioration of money.
As inflation has gone considerably further since the war, equity
share values, in logic, should go considerably higher than the
index level of two hundred and twenty (Financial Times) at which
they now stand. This would simply reflect the fact that what
industry now produces is more valuable in terms of pounds than
it was before ; and, in addition, that the increase in productive
capacity occasioned by scientific advance now enables it to
produce more. But the simple mathematics of this process can,
of course, be interrupted, if the balance of payment position
deteriorates so much that we cannot buy industry’s essential
supplies, which, under this system, have to be bought abroad.
Is a Further Devaluation of the £ Now Inevitable ?
This position is already serious, and, in the long run, is certain
to become more serious. In fact, it is difficult to see how a
further devaluation of the pound can, under present conditions,
be avoided for an indefinite period. The government says it has
no such intention ; nor has the old lady any intention of falling
downstairs, but she does it alright if she slips on a pat of butter,
and the weakness of conservative government has already
prepared for itself' a whole butter slide. As we often pointed
out, Britain has lived in recent years on abnormal luck ; export
prices remained stable, while import prices tended to fall. A
slight reversal in this tendency early in the year so threatened
the pound that Mr. Butler had to take measures, which, for him,
were drastic. He has been saved again for the moment by a
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resumption of the previous tendency. But, more and more,
the ship of state appears to be a vessel without rudder, sails,
captain or crew, drifting away from, or towards, the rocks with
every slight change in what is still merely a summer breeze.
Another slight change in the price level of foreign markets, and
we may be right on the rocks ; we need not even discuss what
would happen in the stormwind of world depression. While we
live on the luck of the foreign markets, we do everything at home
to ensure disaster in the conditions of the present system. At
the end of June three simple figures were published in the
Financial Times which must entail devaluation of the pound in
the long or short run, if this continues; “ since 1949 our cost of
living has risen by thirty-two per cent, America’s by twelve per
cent and Germany’s by less than two per cent If this tendency
continues another devaluation of the pound is a mathematical
certainty ; in fact, it is almost certain that the inflation of our
internal price level, which has already arrived, will make it
inevitable, without deflationary measures of a severity this
government is very unlikely to face. This will mean in the end
another inflation of internal prices, more unrest, more strife ;
in short, under a government as feeble as the present, it will mean
the vicious spiral of inflation. Nothing can break the circle of
fatality except a government of such ruthless severity that it will
face a major social clash under the present system, or a government
of revolutionary change which is supported by the people to
introduce the new system we have long advocated. History
shows that nothing brings change so quickly as inflation, and that
nothing brings inflation so quickly as weak government;
Britain has such a government.
Labour’s New Wine in Old Bottles
Dr. Dalton resigned from the shadow cabinet of the Labour
party to make room for younger men ; his affectionate colleague
Mr. Chuter Ede declared that the real reason was certain
distressing “ signs of senility ” which had long been apparent
in this lion of the lobbies to the solicitous eyes of his seniors,
who still felt quite young and active enough to hold office
indefinitely. Such are the comradely amenities which stimulate
the cause of progress. The result of it all is that a few young
men with old ideas replace a few old men with old ideas ; the
6
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new wine is not very new, and the bottles remain very old.
On the whole it is more natural for an old man than a young man
to have old ideas ; a young man who lives in the past is likely
to be an even bigger fool than an old man who cannot bring his
ideas up to date. The real question for Labour to decide is not
whether it selects its leaders from Chelsea hospital or the
kindergarten, but whether it can change its nineteenth-century
idea into a twentieth-century idea. In the light of historic
experience even more nonsense is addressed to the subject of age
and youth than to most topics in this epoch of boloney. In fact,
it seems that a good man is good at any age ; when he succeeds
depends on whether he gets his chance early or late, and that
depends on the age in which he lives. In able men the mind
improves and the will hardens with age, until the final decay of
faculties begins, and that moment is being constantly postponed
by modern science. The mind is very like a muscle which
improves with use and practice. It also atrophies without hard
and regular exercise ; hence the oft observed phenomenon of
old at thirty and young at eighty. Experience also counts for
something, though it is very far from being everything ; Mr.
Disraeli, perhaps rather overstated the case in his aphorism:
“ to the creative mind experience is less than nothing ” (curious
how unconservative, in many respects, was this tribal totem
which the conservatives imported from the sunny shores of Sicily;
and beyond). On the whole it is probably true that a good old
’un is better than a good young ’un, but a discussion which may
touch on the topic of genius is the last in which we should be
dogmatic. The one thing certain is that it is always wrong in
weighty matters to replace an old heavyweight by a younger
lightweight (e.g. the recent change of direction in that fine
blend of modern crime and ancient nonsense popularly known
as the grand old Tory party).
Bernard Shaw ,on Age and Youth
Bernard Shaw summed up the subject most aply, with the remark
that whether a man was at his best young or old depended on what
he wanted to do. A man is getting old to be a pingpong champion
in his twenties, a record breaking runner in his thirties, a boxing
champion in his forties ; while in the sixties he might find it difficult
in leading an army in the field, at any rate in the days when it
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involved long hours on horseback or on the march. (Against this
view stands Lord Wavell’s analysis in the Times a few years
back concerning the age of great commanders, which showed that
they were about evenly divided between the old and the young at
the summit of their powers; also were not von Moltke and his two
chief colleagues all over seventy years old in the most decisive
of all German campaigns ?) Shaw, characteristically, concluded
his enquiry with the remark that a man was too young at eighty
to be a statesman ; the only way to give them sense enough for
such responsibilities was his Methuselah remedy. If we look
beyond the statesmen to the prophets and the seers, the golden
hair of Billy Graham, in the thirties, does not necessarily make
him a greater teacher than Goethe, in the eighties, when he
finished Faust. Altogether, this is a subject which at various
times has engaged grave minds, without any emergence of the
trite conclusion that all difficulties can be resolved by ever
younger statesmen, until the cabinet room of Downing Street
is filled with cradles. It is only when to all thoughtful and vital
minds a system is rotten with age, and the corruption of senescence,
and only the deeply decadent are content to conduct it, without
attempt of the radical change which time makes necessary, — in
effect, to profit by its decay on condition of personal ease — that
new men are continually required by government, for the sole
reason that they are still too young to have had opportunity of
proving their inevitable failure. It is more than possible — it
is probable — that the present hectic advertisement of youth is
a symptom not of vitality but of degeneracy ; when the present
government proudly announced a reduction in the average
age of the cabinet it may well have been a sign of neurosis rather
than an access of vigour.
Creative Vitality or Flight From Life ?

In each civilisation the epoch of gravitas—of creative vitality—
stressed government by the elders rather than by youth. It is the
age of decline and disillusion in which Peter Pansy enters with his
flight from responsibility, his frivolity, his pathetic dependence on
the all-pervading matriachy. And, when we speak of Peter Pansy,
we do not mean homosexuality, because it has nothing to do with
this particular subject. Old tigers, and holders of the highest awards
for gallantry, have frequently been found in the ranks of the homo8
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sexuals, and also, on occasion, a young softy has been observed to
trot at the heels of a masterful wife in all the serenity of hetero
sexual fidelity. This matter has nothing to do with sexual vagaries
or rectitude. (The strange land of sex reveals many odd jumbles of
types, which cannot be methodically classified until analytical
psychology is further developed.) The observable fact seems to be
that the youth cult, at this stage of civilisation, can often mean a
flight from life, a baok-to-the-womb complex, an escape from
gathering difficulty and menacing danger by means of a light head,
a fluttering hand and a nimble foot. When, above all, we need
to be men, we escape to childhood, if we find that life is too much
for us to face ; and, in no period, has the temptation to fly, to
evade, been so great as at present. Man seeks the womb not
to create, but to escape. The age o f pure fantasy, the triumph
of nonsense returns in the second childhood of humanity ; “ youth
has its day ” . These can be, and have been, apocalyptic symptoms.
The task of a movement of renaissance is not to teach men to
behave like boys, but boys to behave like men. What matters
is to have a new idea in a new epoch, and to find the real men
of each generation who are prepared to face the steel test of
standing for a new truth. More than ever are they needed in
this greatest of all ages of decision.
EUROPEAN
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U N IO N OF GERM ANY
i
Sir Oswald Mosley’s article, fro m A pril issue o f
Nation Europa
H E U N IO N O F G ERM ANY is the first political objective
o f Europe. This should be agreed by all who have any
vision of the European future.
Those who are opposed to the union of Germany, or indifferent
to it, are the enemies of Europe ; they are also fools. The reason
is that the idea of Europe is impossible without Germany, and
Germany can never take her proper place within Europe until
she is free and united. W ithout the fact of European union we
have no future as individual European powers struggling for
existence between America and Russia ; not even British Empire,
not even Germany, and for the rest the concept is ridiculous.
Only together can we live a great life as great powers. And we
can only so live when Germany is free and united, and enters
voluntarily into such a union. Until then we shall have neither
union, strength, nor peace ; for peace can come only through
union and strength. These truths are so evident that they should not
be long disputed. Let me, therefore, at once address myself to
the practical question how the pre-requisite of German union
can be secured.
I am entirely confident that German union can be won by
political means without war. We need both will and skill. The
will to unite of a people so vigorous as the Germans must in the
end be irresistible,_ But we need skill—political skill—to aid
that will, to accelerate its victory, and to avoid a disaster both to the
German people and the world in the course of that struggle.
The question is how to do it. I find myself in disagreement both
with the position o f the government parties in Germany and of
the Social Democratic Party in opposition. I do not believe that
either of them will achieve German unity. The Social Democrats
employ their usual method of trying to placate the bolsheviks,
to obtain German union by their good humoured consent. In

T
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nearly forty years of Soviet government no one has ever yet
gained anything from the bolsheviks by merely smiling at them.
In the latest examples, everyone now knows the practical result
of the happy dinner parties at Potsdam and Yalta. It is possible,
sometimes, for social democracy to reach a temporary agreement
with bolshevism by serving its ulterior purposes, but that only
makes the situation worse in the end. Under such conditions
communism will temporarily support the position of social
democracy. Lenin once said of the Labour leader Henderson :
“ I support him in the sense that a rope supports a man who is
being hanged.” The result of that experience was fortunate
neither for Britain nor for the British social democrats of the
Labour Party. It is now a fact proved by history that concessions
are not won from bolshevism merely by appeals to justice and a
communist sense of what is right. Voluntarily the bolsheviks
will only do things which serve communism, and nothing else.
Anyone who denies this has neither read history nor studied
communism. That is why the social democratic theory is
dangerous nonsense when it means postponing or abandoning
European measures to save ourselves. On the other hand, it
seems to me that the measures of Dr. Adenauer and his government
to win German union have not been determined and dynamic.
They appear far too passively to have accepted the division of
Germany. In • fact many in the majority parties have exposed
themselves to the suspicion of having a vested interest in the
division of their country. Some of them act like men who are
only too aware that they will quickly disappear in a Germany united
and free.
I suggest that our policy should be two-fold. Firstly, the
treaties establishing German armaments have now been ratified,
and re-armament should go ahead as rapidly as possible. It will,
in any case, take a considerable time to bring to completion.
Secondly, while armament is pressed forward we should offer at
any time to negotiate with the Soviets on the basis of their last
proposal. They may at first refuse to negotiate unless German
armament is checked. We should refuse to check it. As re
armament gathers force they will in the end negotiate. And the
prospect of success , is far greater if the armament is proceeding
than if it has stopped. You have a far better chance to negotiate
successfully if you are able to defend yourselves in the event of
negotiations breaking down. Also, in any negotiation you have
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a better chance o f success if you have a fact in your hand rathe
than a shadow in prospect; a fact to show rather than a dream
to talk about. The object of the communists in any negotiation
is to spin out the talk until their opponents have lost all opportunity
or will to do anything effective. They believe that time is always
on their side ; their oriental character and their Marxist doctrine
combine to teach delay in the expectation that things will get better
for them and worse for their opponents. If the process of German
rearmament has begun, communism for the first time will be
negotiating under time pressure. We shall have less talk and
quicker results; the first result should be the re-union o f Germany.
Do we thereby risk a preventive war by the Russians to stop
German rearmament ? The answer is certainly not, while the
West retains its present long lead in nuclear weapons, and, despite
every Soviet boast to the contrary, that superiority is at present
a fact. Even if the Soviets in the end catch up with such weapons
as the hydrogen bomb, the effect of these weapons would by that
time be so disastrous that their use would mean mutual suicide.
The Soviets will not risk world disaster, nor even a major war
they may lose, in order to prevent the construction o f a few German
divisions, which they welt know will not be strong enough to invade
them. On the other hand German rearmament and the incorpora
tion of Western Germany into the Western defence system are the
things which Soviet Russia dislikes and fears most. The conclusion
is, therefore, that the rapid rearmament of Germany, in pursuance
of the recent treaties, is most likely to accelerate negotiations
and to achieve a free and united Germany within a system of peace.
But the rearmament of a divided Germany within the Western
system is a means to an end, and not an end in itself. It is here
that I differ strongly from the apparent attitude of some members
of the government party in Germany. It is a means to achieve
union, not to perpetuate division. We should be ready at any
time to negotiate with the Soviets, even on the basis of their last
proposals.
They suggested, as I understand it, a united and neutralised
Germany with sufficient armed forces to defend her own frontiers.
The first stage was to be the election of an all German Assembly
to make a new constitution ; different electoral methods were to
be employed in the two zones. It was at once objected from the
West that in East Germany the Soviet electoral methods would rig
the elections and that only communists would be returned. Let us
12
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agree this would probably be the fact. But the communists from
the Eastern zone would be a minority in the whole assembly.
It would be the majority and not the minority which made the
Constitution. The next election would be within a united Germany,
and the communists would be swept out of existence at the next
vote by real parties led by real Germans. Why should the rulers
of the West tremble before the prospect of a minority of communists
in the first German Assembly to make a Constitution ? Let
them come, so that they and their rule in the Eastern zone may
be exposed. Some of the rulers of the West may be so alarmed
because they know their own incapacity in debate with communists.
Some us us would desire no better opportunity than to face the
communists in open debate before German and world opinion.
The Soviets could be made very sorry that they had sent their
local specimens to such a test. And the result of it all would be a
German constitution made by a German majority.
What of the far more serious point that the Soviet proposals
would take Germany out of the Western defence system ? That
presents a real difficulty, and a greater danger. But the answer
depends on one question which we would state very plainly in
negotiation : will the Soviets disarm themselves, or will they not ?
Why does the West desire German rearmament, and why do many
Germans feel it is necessary ? The answer is the great mass of
Russian land armies. The West cannot, at present, answer that
mass with science alone. We may soon face a situation in which
neither side will dare to use the hydrogen bomb, for fear of reprisals.
In that period of the paralysed giants — as I described it five years
ago — Soviet armies can again become a menace to all Europe.
Their conventional weapons and massed armies may again be
a danger. That is why the Western powers, and many Germans,
feel that Russian armies can only be answered by German armies.
If the Soviets speak the truth when they say they are willing to
disarm, the whole problem is capable of early solution. Neither
Europe nor Germany will require considerable German armies
if the mass land forces of the Soviets are reduced to defensive
proportions. Therefore the acid test of this question is whether
the Soviets will disarm their land armies as part of the general
disarmament of both East and West. Plans for reducing land
armies and conventional weapons, pari passu, have been worked
out for many years, and are quite practical; the German govern
ment with the assistance of their expert General Staff made such
13
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proposals before the last war. An effective system of inspection
would make such a system work with safety, if both sides are
sincere in their desire for disarmament and peace. Again, if the
Soviets are not sincere, a leadership of will and skill in the West
can expose them before world opinion in public debate. Let the
disarmament conference be in public as the Soviets desire. In the
result we would either get disarmament and peace, or expose the
Soviets as the opponents of disarmament and peace, and the real
war criminals. We should gain in another way by destroying
the moral position of every communist party in Europe, and of
many in the East. The shrinking attitude of some Western
statesmen before public debate with the communists — this
preference for the closed doors of the old diplomacy — is again
the measure of their incapacity. We should welcome every debate
with communism before world opinion, because we have confidence
that in a fair arena we can always win.
The chief real difficulty in this matter seems to be the question
of the hydrogen bomb and similar weapons. Once many have
been made, it seems all too easy to conceal them and to make
effective inspection impossible. Neither side, of course, will
dare to destroy its own supply while risking that the other
side still retains a secret stock. It is up to the Soviets to suggest
how disarmament and effective inspection can be made practical.
Everyone, of course, will want to abolish such weapons.
The
only question is how. If any expert can suggest how each side
can destroy its supply of atom and hydrogen bombs and prove
to the other side that it has done so, he will be warmly welcomed
and will make a great contribution to peace. At present it seems
to me the only sphere in which a doubt exists in reality, and not
merely in propaganda. Of course we have this assurance and
it may well prove the final safeguard : when everyone has enough
hydrogen bombs to make disaster certain if they are used, no one
in fact will dare to use them. Provided we make quite sure — as
is possible — that the counter blow will always be delivered, no
one will dare to attack with these weapons. We shall then have
disarmament of nuclear weapons not by agreement but in fact,
and in present conditions, a fact is always a better safeguard than
an agreement. And so we come back to the question of land
armies. There our offer to the Russians should be clear cut.
German armament as part of the Western system can cease if
they will disarm to the point that Russian land armies cannot
14
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invade Europe. Then, and not before, German rearmament can
cease, and, if it has gone far enough, can be reduced. Then, and
not before, can Germany cease to be part of the Western defence
system. Then Soviet proposals can be taken as a practical basis
of discussion. A free and united Germany can leave the Western
system as Russia wishes, provided Russia, the West and Germany
have all disarmed to the point that they can only defend themselves
and are incapable of aggression. If at any subsequent point the
Russians broke the treaty and began to rearm, Germany would
be free to arm, and, if she wished, to do so in association with
the West. In fact, the Russians can have what they want, provided
they disarm and prove they have done i t ; only on that condition.
I suggest that such a clear cut policy can win German union
and freedom ; it can secure disarmament and peace. This success
may well only follow a long political battle in which we need men
who are more than capable of answering Soviet propaganda in
open debate. We should then either get what we want, or force
the Soviets to lose the political battle for the minds and souls of
men on which they depend for their final success. We should
either eliminate the menace of their armies which threaten the
body of Europe, or destroy their idea which assails the mind of
the world. I believe that a real political idea in Europe, and a
real will in our statesmanship, can in the end do both.
This policy has a good chance o f success because the Soviets
can only frustrate it by destroying their own hopes of final success.
Admittedly, our policy depends largely on world opinion, an
imponderable — as Napoleon called such things — which has
become far more important in this age than ever before. But so
does the Soviet hope of final success depend on world opinion,
and they understand this better than any of their predecessors
in real politics. The first thing to grasp is that this struggle is
in essence political; the outcome depends upon the stronger idea.
It is still truer today that war, or any form of violence, can never
be more than an extension of policy, and should be subordinate
to ideas. This becomes more than ever true when neither side
dare use the extreme of violence for fear of world disaster. It is
certainly only the Soviets who might begin a war, .or violence for
political ends, in present conditions, because no man with a sense
of European or world responsibility would commit a crime that
can have such consequences. If the Soviets in the end traverse
the boundary between politics and violence, the struggle in these
15
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conditions is likely to take the form of partisan warfare, or civil
war, rather than open military war. The outcome of such a struggle
always depends upon the sympathy of the civil population, which
provides cover and base for the participants. That support of
the people is in turn commanded by the stronger political idea.
These things are better understood by the communists than by
many of their present opponents. It is the fear of a new idea,
which in the West will always be stronger than their idea, which
makes the communists hate most those who are capable of forming
a real European idea.
At least they understand that a disastrous political battle before
world opinion can be fatal to their hopes of final success.
Therefore they will in the end make considerable concessions
rather than incur such a defeat. That is why I believe a dynamic
policy of the kind I have described can win the freedom and union
of Germany without war.
On the other side, is there any hope of a greater policy and a
more realistic attitude from the Soviet leaders ? Hitherto they
have played small; their attitude has been that of men who have
inherited rather than made a revolution. They cling to everything
they have at present, rather than pursue a policy which, from their
standpoint, is dynamic and creative. Some years ago I published
an article with the warning that a great Soviet policy might bring
a rapid economic crisis in the West. The suggestion was that they
might suddenly evacuate East Germany and other countries,
with a great gesture to these peoples, and world opinion, of
pursuing a policy of liberation and peace. At one stroke they
would place a buffer between themselves and American
power, and make it clearly impossible for any democratic
country, in face of world opinion, to launch upon them
the attack they profess to fear. Thereby they would estab
lish peace so firmly that the armament boom of the Western
powers must in one way or another come to an abrupt end. In
the ensuing economic crash would come the real chance of
communism which is really political and not military. But those
who merely inherit revolutions are seldom capable of great policies ;
the Soviet leaders preferred simply to cling to the position the
follies of the West had given them, while the storm gathered.
But such considerations can finally aid a dynamic western policy
of the kind I described. Under pressure of that policy the Soviet
leaders would have to think again. On second thoughts they
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might not be entirely averse to a situation which established peace,
reduced armaments, and provided communism with a big
opportunity in the consequent economic difficulties o f the West.
They would probably assume that only the present rulers o f the
West, and a bankrupt system, would be there to meet them. On
the other hand I am confident that a new European idea will then
be ready to meet them, which will be stronger than anything
communism can bring against it. A t this moment too the true
destiny of Germany in a real union with Europe can be fulfilled ;
full German union with Europe may not come at the present first
stage, which is compromised and transient, but at a second stage
which will be real and enduring. I believe the Germans will join
with enthusiasm the new Europe of a new idea ; even those who,
for reasons I can well understand, have rejected an artificial union
with the old Europe of an old idea, from which they have suffered
so much.
There will always be old voices raised from the dead past which
suggest a policy of divide and rule, just as such voices are raised
in England today. Small men of limited vision will always prefer
to divide others in the hope of snatching small profits for themselves
rather than unite and lead in great enterprises. Some Germans
may suggest that Germany should play between the W est and
East for small gains, just as some Englishmen suggest th at England
should play between France and Germany for little advantages
to be won from the balance of power. These ideas are both small
and out-dated. A great English policy seeks to unite' Germany,
France and all Europe in a great communion that can hold the
balance of the world. A great German policy can ensure that
the German people shall perform within that union the mission
of destiny which their long frustrated genius deserves. Europe
is not Europe without Germany, and Germany is not G ermany
without Europe. We Europeans should have no small jealousies
one of another ; together we can make more than room for all.
Let those lead who can — only by the force o f their creative ideas,
the power of their constructive work, and the strength o f their
dedication to the service of the whole. Germans, English, French
and other Europeans are different from each other in small things
but similar in great things : any true European understands th at
their qualities are not hostile but complementary to each other.
Divided we face the death of Europe. Together the future
belongs to us.

The EUROPEAN

GERMAN VIEWS
WRITING in Nation Europa, two Germans with an intimate
knowledge of the subject give their views of Sir Oswald Mosley’s
article. One of them, Herr King, says he felt impelled to write
because he has had experience of Soviet methods, having attended
many German-Soviet conferences in the past.
“ When the Soviets speak of the re-establishment of German
unity they mean, of course, a Germany re-united under communist
domination ” he says. “ Since 1946 the S.E.D. in East Germany
has worked to this end. It is carried to such lengths that men
are being trained to take over as mayors and other functionaries
of all the towns in the West zone. A so-called peaceful re-union,
which was not preceded by re-armament, would certainly mean
the bolshevisation of Germany. For this reason the Russians
insist on the withdrawal of the army of occupation as a necessary
prelude to unity. The People’s Democracies and the division of
Berlin prove that it is possible to bolshevise the inhabitants of
districts next door to the Western allies.” Herr King goes on
to say that, whoever rules in the Kremlin, Soviet policy remains
the same — namely, the bolshevisation of all Europe. The
instructions given to functionaries from individual communist
parties in the satellite states, when they go to learn their job in
Russia, make this obvious. In addition to lectures on how to
play on every kind of national difficulty and social unrest, the
same theme is endlessly stressed : America wants war ! We
want peace 1 So all patriots from all lands must accept Soviet
leadership and close their ranks and free Europe from the
American imperialists. They say that France, Italy, and even
England (because of the position taken by the Bevanites) are ripe
fruit which will fall when 'Western Germany is bolshevised.
“ Whether this opinion is so very unrealistic, the reader must
judge for himself" says Herr King.
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In military matters, he goes on, teaching runs on parallel lines.
They tell the officers that America will never use Atom or H-bombs,
for the sake of Europe, and that England would be only too
pleased to deal with the Soviets in order to buy a breathing space.
The Oder Line is the Russians’ chief worry. As long ago as 1949
General Major Nilatin, from the Moscow Military Academy,
gave a lecture in East Germany and said the Americans would
most likely arm the forty million West Germans so that they
could demand East Germany back. .
This, says Herr King, is the corner stone, psychologically, of
Soviet propaganda and policy. They want to hold an untenable
position. Their satellites are cleverer than they are. Even today
there are not enough Poles and Czechs to be found, willing to
settle on the agricultural land o f East Germany. They know
very well the Germans will be back one day, and take what belongs
to them.
He quotes a young Polit-officer as saying, in 1953, “ The Soviet
Union has only one powerful enemy and that is America. The.
other countries, by reason of their social'systems, are our potential
allies. German militarism would be the second danger
Herr King concludes : “ Germany needs, in order to regain
its unity, the diplomatic support of America. A change of
government in England and the fluid political situation in France
can hold up the European idea for a long time, and thereby make
German unity impossible. America must remain the driving
force, if necessary even without France. West Germany without
American protection and support would soon be at the mercy
of the bolshevists and their agents in Europe. German Social
Democrats led by Ollenhauer would unwittingly make the game
easier. The only hope is that the peoples of Europe will
understand what is at stake, and find men to lead them who can
measure up to their historical task. Among these men I number
Sir Oswald Mosley ”.
Nation Europa published a second article on the same subject.
Its author, Herr Munin, asks : “ Is it not conceivable that Russia
may avoid a definite refusal to negotiate, but then secretly evade
disarmament obligations (which, with their vast space, would
be easy for them to d o ) ” ? He goes on : “ The Russians fear
two things, the first is another German attack.
No disarmament
agreement would free them of this fear, which is founded in their
belief in German inventiveness and in the fact that they saw an
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unarmed Germany, within a very few years, mount such an attack
that it reached the heart of Russia. The Russian Marshals know
well that their victory last time hung by a thread, and would have
been impossible without American material
Herr Munin
thinks the most important task now is to convince the Russians
that once Germany’s frontiers are restored there will be no more
“ riding against the East
He says every pledge in this sense
that is asked for should be given, but one — the bolshevisation
of Germany.
“ The sooner they realise that their Piecks,
Grotewohls, Paulus’s and the crowd o f agents and church
demonstrators and pacifists are not the men who can give them
security from attack, the better for them and for us,” he writes.
Those who know Germany best also know that German youth
will never again march against Russia ; “ we are certain of this,
but how can we make the Russians certain too 7 ” he asks.
He says we must not expect Russian disarmament. Russia
has not only Germany to reckon with, but also the far greater
danger which threatens from its “ brotherly ally,” China.
Russia, as a result of its vast Marxist experiment, particularly
the ruthless treatment o f peasants and farmers, has suffered greatly.
It threatens to become a Raum ohne Volk. Russia is no longer,
as people romantically imagine in the West, a source of biological
strength and renewal, but a stagnating people. China, however,
is the opposite, with a yearly population increase of fifteen to
twenty millions. Before long there will be three times as many
Chinese as there are Russians.
China cannot expand Southward, where the country is already
over-populated ; West and North are the thinly-settled spaces
of Russia. For years past, while Russia conquered half Europe,
it has been compelled to retreat in the Far E a s t: Korea, Manchuria,
Sinkiang, Port Arthur, Tibet have fallen to the Chinese. Could
the Russians dare, as Sir Oswald Mosley proposes, to disarm,
with six hundred million land-hungry Chinese on their frontier ?
This question, says Herr Munin, answers itself. Propaganda
about the brotherhood of peace-loving peoples means nothing
in face of these facts. One day the two red world powers will
clash, and America as well as the European countries would do
well to keep away from their battlefield.
But this is looking far ahead, and Russia still hopes to neutralise
its Western frontiers, either by further conquest or by cold
bolshevisation. Fortunately for both sides, neither of these
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solutions is possible. The Russians should be careful not to
bite off more than they can chew, for America would not allow
them to digest in peace.
As the desired effect cannot be achieved by violence, but only
by a reasonable compromise, “ talks ” with Russia, but only
between those of equal strength, will have to take place. As it
depends for this strength entirely on America, Germany must
see to it that it is a reliable and dependable partner ; political
masochists are no help to anyone.
Instead of playing Russia’s game, as the Pankow church congress
did, Germans must wait patiently, says Herr Munin, until the
situation in the Far East ripens. Waiting is particularly hard
for those who have relations in the Eastern Zone ; but ninety
per cent of them would rather stay as they are for a while
longer than agree to a solution which, solves nothing, but
puts all Germany in the same plight as themselves. Only a few
intellectuals are attracted by the national-bolshevist idea ; the
mass of German peasants and workers are completely immune.
“ We hope ” says Herr Munin “ that the Russians realise this ”.
There is need for wisdom and patience also on the part of
American-subsidised newspapers. Violent attacks on the Eastern
neighbours help nobody, and are a disservice to the Americans
themselves. Herr Munin asks that the past and its horrors be
forgotten ; both Russians and Germans, he says, showed their
worst and lowest side to each other. What has been has been,
but Germany and Russia must find a way to “ co-existence ”.
“ I should like to ask our great friend Sir Oswald Mosley a
question ” he writes in conclusion “ In the case of your proposed
Russian disarmament and the dropping of Germany from the
circle of Western Powers, what becomes of your idea of ‘ Europe
a Nation ’ ? Would it be any advantage to the rest of Europe
to buy off Russia with an uneconomic Germany? Would it
not, rather, be an advantage, even to the Soviet Union, to help
the countries on its Western frontier to stability and quiet ?
And what better method could there be than a European union,
including, of course, Germany, which would even be ready to
keep the door open for the entry of Russia itself ? ”
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n
Sir Oswald Mosley’s second article, from June issue o f
Nation Europa

M

Y DEMAND for a dynamic policy to unite Germany,
in an article published in the April number of Nation
Europa, has been reinforced by the subsequent Soviet manoeuvre
in Austria. The situation becomes fluid ; we lose much if we
remain in a frozen position. Opportunities appear and we should
not neglect them. This does not mean that we should become
opportunist in principle. Our principles are fixed and unchanging :
they are the union of Germany, and, then, the union of all Europe.
Meantime, in one way or another, Germany and Europe must
be made safe from Soviet power. Our principles are rigid, but
our methods are flexible. Our opponents, on the contrary, have
flexible principles and rigid methods.
In the light of our principles what can we do, and what can
we not do, in negotiation with the Russians ? We can certainly
give Russia the security which she pretends to seek. Russia has
the right to demand that German armies shall not be developed,
within the shelter of the Western system, on such a scale that they
can be capable of another and successful attack upon her. It is
easy for us to concede this in principle, because, in reality, we have
no intention of doing anything of the kind. So long as the
Soviets give us back our European lands, and leave us alone, we
are only too glad to leave them alone. German youth in an
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European future will know something better to do with its life
than to chase commissars around the Urals, and united Europe
will provide it with plenty of space and opportunity to create and
enjoy that life. The problem is to convince the Russians that
this is our intention, and to devise a practical system to implement
it. What we cannot do is to leave Germany and all Europe
defenceless in face' of Russian armies, or surrender the right of
Germany to political, economic and cultural union with the Europe
to which she belongs, and which belongs to her.
At present we have the worst of both worlds ; Germany is
being incorporated in a military sense with Western Europe, but
not in a political, economic or cultural sense. Certain minor
economic agreements have been included, but the only real union
between Germany and the rest of Europe now seriously
contemplated is in the military sphere; political, economic and
cultural barriers of many kinds remain.
Such is the tangle of problems within a system which to the
Russians seems a menace, and to us a nuisance and impediment
to the Europe we want. If the Russians really seek only security,
these problems can be resolved by agreement. If, on the other
hand, they really seek the hot, or cold, bolshevisation of all Germany
in order to command the technical abilities which the Slavs lack,
we cannot reach agreement. That means the death of Germany
and a mortal threat to all Europe.
In that event, we should expose them before the peoples of the
world for what they are — the enslavers of other peoples, the
enemies of peace, the opponents of disarmament. Would they
mind being thus exposed ? Do they care anything for world
opinion ? The answer is, surely, that the Austrian manoeuvre
proves they care greatly for world opinion ; as we shall see when
we begin to study this question. In fact, they believe that winning
to their side the opinion of the mass o f the people — or at least
disarming the hostility o f the Western peoples to them — is
essential to the victory of their cause. And in this they are right,
for the decision o f the political-military struggle of the future
will depend on the sympathy of the mass of the people, which,
in turn, will be won by the stronger political idea. I f Napoleon
was right in saying of past wars that the moral was to the material
as three to one, it will be true- to say of the coming struggle for
power that the moral will be to the material as six to one.
This means that we should not negotiate with the Russians
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behind closed doors, at least not until we have reached a point
where we are practically sure of getting a settlement. It is these
methods that have enabled the Soviets to arm themselves and
enslave others, while posing before the mirror of mankind as the
champions o f freedom and peace. That game could be stopped
by realist negotiators. Short discussions could take place in
private, whenever the Soviets seemed seriously disposed to seek
a solution of some practical point. But we should go back, at
once, to the public debating chamber, directly they began to
obstruct and waste time in a manner which should, and could,
be exposed to world opinion. We need a dynamic and athletic
diplomacy which is ever prepared to wrestle in public with
bolshevism, without cease or respite, until we get the peace that
the world wants, or we get bolshevism right down in the opinion
o f mankind.
But it is asked whether any serious chance o f disarmament
exists on practical grounds ? For instance, the figures of relative
strength published by Nation Europa in its April issue show such
a disparity in favour of Russia that, at first sight, any balance
of force seems almost out o f the question. Russia appears to
have all the land power, and is only checked from marching to an
easy victory by the H-bomb in American hands. How useful,
therefore, it is to publish such figures, when Russia poses as the
champion o f peace. Supposing they were not only published in
Nation Europa, but continually quoted in public debate with the
Soviets by the representatives o f Western government, in the
manner I have just suggested, and then driven home to the mass
of the people by radio, press and every means of publicity available
to the whole Western world ? Would the Soviets find it so easy
to maintain both their military and political positions as they
do at present ?
But let us come close to the problem, whether any chance of a
settlement exists in face o f such a disparity o f strength ? I start
from the basic belief that I have held and published for over five
years p a s t: when both sides have the hydrogen bomb neither
side will dare to use it. It does not seem any longer presumptious
to claim that everyone, who thinks seriously about this matter,
is now coming to the same conclusion. T hat point in thought
is now definitely reached.
The next point in thought seems very far from being reached.
Soviet armies will then again be free to march, unless we have
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some other means of stopping them. That is why, of course,
the Soviets propose the total abolition of all atomic weapons,
with hysterical support in all lands from their conscious or
unconscious collaborators. This measure is proposed with such
enthusiasm because it would again give Soviet armies the command
of Europe. We shall at this point only be able to stop the march
of Soviet armies with science or with mass, and in the present
condition of affairs we do not possess mass. The science with
which we can eventually stop them is the tactical use of atomic
weapons : aircraft carrying atom bombs against troop and material
concentrations of the enemy, atomic artillery, guided rockets
carrying atomic warheads etc.
We should not listen for a moment to those who argue
that the tactical use of atomic weapons on a battlefront
will lead inevitably to the destruction of mankind by an
exchange of H-bombs against all the chief cities of the world.
When both sides have the H-bomb, we shall not dare use it against
Russian cities to stop their armies marching, but, equally, they
will not dare use it against our cities because we have stopped
their armies marching by the local use of atomic explosives on a
battlefront. These new tactical weapons are already in existence,
and we have at least three to four years to develop a force capable
of using them, if the often published fact is true that it will take
the Soviets as long as that to reach any balance with America
and England in the production of H-bombs.
It is true that in such an army of science twelve divisions organised
on present lines seem an irrelevance. But if such armament proves
necessary, it seems to me both from the German and general European
standpoints, that Germans should not be excluded from a force
for the defence of Europe, to which their abilities could make an
outstanding contribution. Whether they act as an advance guard
on their own frontiers, or within the main body of the European
army, is a matter of detailed organisation which should not now
detain us ; if such a force is necessary, in one form or another,
the Germans should be there. As things stand it is undeniably
necessary to organise such a force : we have not a moment to
lose. But, while we so organise effective force, we should strive
by every means of negotiation, political action, propaganda, public
debate, and again negotiation, to bring to an end such an armament
rivalry, which is now both dangerous to human existence and
exhausting to the creative energies of mankind.
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The prospects of successful negotiation are certainly increased
by the Soviet move in Austria, This remains true, even if we
observe that an obvious trap may be set for Germany. The only
people likely to fall into that trap are those who do not mind being
eaten themselves tomorrow, provided they can enjoy a hurried
meal today. We must hold fast to the two principles that Germany
must not be left defenceless at the mercy of a fully armed Soviet
power, and that Germany must be free, when she wishes, to enter
into a .political, economic and cultural union with the rest of Europe.
If we hold fast to those principles we can regard hopefully the
Austrian demarche.
What are its objects 7
(1) Is it a simple and crude attempt to entice Germany away
from the West and into the Soviet orbit 7
(2) Is it a subtle and more far reaching attempt to place a
buffer area between American and Russian power, and, by clearly
eliminating the prospect of western war, to relax suddenly and
disastrously the armament-stretched economies of the West ?
(3) Is it an attempt by the Russians to cover their back in
case they have to go to the aid of their Chinese ally in the East ?
(4) Is it an attempt by the Russians to cover their back for
another purpose which has been suggested in a very interesting
article ; do they anticipate an eventual clash on their Eastern
frontiers with their Chinese ally ?
There are various possibilities, and most of us in the West are
badly informed on some of them ; but at least the situation has
become more fluid, and we should be able to derive some advantage
for Germany and Europe from a strong and bold policy. For
my own part I believe that the explanation is more likely to lie
between points one and two above. The Soviets naturally want
to do anything they can to attract Germany at this juncture. I have
also long believed that they would eventually see the wisdom of
playing their real card, which is the creation of economic crisis
in the West by relaxing military tension. In fact, I published
an article so long ago as October 1951 anticipating an eventual
large scale evacuation of occupied lands by the Soviets with the
dual object of placing a buffer area between themselves and American
power, and precipitating crisis in the West by the end of the
armament boom. I still believe it is quite likely that the Austrian
move may be followed by the evacuation of other countries.
At that time I expressed the hope that there would be “ no return
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to old national divisions within the evacuated areas ” and suggested
that “ a united European state in this region would be the beginning
of the European experiment.” In pursuit of the same idea in
the following February 1952 I suggested that “ a united Germany
within the buffer area of a relatively disarmed central European
system can remove some of the main obstacles to European union ”
and “ the complete union of Europe would soon follow ; for
our idea, and not that of communism, would certainly win in a
central Europe which was really free and independent.” I see
no reason now to modify that opinion, provided it is clear that
Germany remains free to enter a full political, economic and
cultural union with the rest of Europe, when she wishes, and
provided Russia is not free to march back into the evacuated area
any day she wishes. This means, in practice, that the Russians
disarm in some measure,, or Germany and the West must rearm
in some measure. In any case the whole West should be ready
to guarantee the frontiers of a united Germany, and of other
liberated lands, against a Soviet return ; the Soviets could give
a similar guarantee against a Western re-occupation, if they chose.
Germans must be free also to participate in their own defence
with adequate force, unless and until the Soviets are ready to join
us all in general disarmament.
What, then, are the prospects of the Soviets pursuing a policy
of extensive evacuation in the occupied lands, coupled with a real
acceptance of peace and disarmament ? The answer to that
question depends on the extent to which a policy of realism and
insight now commands the Kremlin ; as yet we do not know.
Such a policy would be based on the real fact that the Soviets
have ultimately a far better chance of victory in economic crisis,
through tactics of industrial and political infiltration culminating in
civil war, than they have in inter-state war against the superior
science of the West. In fact, if they were never confronted by anything
stronger than the ideas, or the men, now facing them in Western
governments, their confidence of victory by these tactics might
well be justified. So I believe it is quite likely that the evacuation
of Austria will sooner or later be followed by other withdrawals
in central Europe.
On the other hand I doubt very much whether the Soviets at
present want a decisive clash with America in the Far East, though
to cover their rear would also be an insurance against that
possibility. I doubt still more whether they really fear a war
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with communist China, though I have not enough knowledge
of the subject to justify a judgment. I only feel that we do not
realise to what extent the idea of communism has overcome the
idea of nationalism within the communist countries. I refer,
of course, not to the masses but to the communist Hite whose
leaders have mostly been trained, almost from boyhood, in the
same staff college. I wish that the Hite of Europe had a similar
solidarity, achieved by a real union of mind and spirit — with a
consequent deep and enduring loyalty to each other — rather
than by the successive purges and liquidations of the soulless
machine of communism. But these matters belong to the future,
and it is idle to speculate at length on further possible reasons
for the communist move. What matters is that opportunity
now offers, and our cause can gain much if we hold fast to our
principles and act vigorously. Our principles are the union of
Germany and the union of Europe. We must avoid, either that
Germany be left at the mercy of Soviet power, or that Germany
be placed permanently in a strait jacket within a padded cell
between American and Russian power. Germany’s place is with
all Europe; and to all Europe belongs all the room of Europe
and Africa and, by inevitable force of tradition and economic
urge, all the opportunity of South America as well. Here is the
third power : the greatest potential for human achievement and
happiness the world has yet seen. Russia has a right to demand
that this force shall not be used as a weapon against her ; and
this we would gladly grant. But no power on earth has the
right to deny either the union of the German people or the final
union of Germany with all Europe in the next great forward march
of mankind.
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UGENICS has for long been out of fashion, mainly for
political reasons ; but there have recently been indications
that the foremost modem geneticists view the present genetic
trend of our civilised society with concern, and that they consider
an artificial correction of this trend would be desirable. Professor
C. D. Darlington hints very strongly at this in his book The Facts
of Life, which I reviewed in The European in September 1954.
He says in his introduction to the book, which aims at acquainting
the general educated public with the conclusions o f today’s genetics :
“ My serious purpose is to show the immense possibilities which
await the application of the elementary principles of heredity . . .
to the great problems of society.” That he has, among other
things, eugenics in mind is indicated at the end of the book when
he wonders whether the Western policy of what he calls “ laissernaltre and laisser-mourir ” is any better than “ government by
a misguided plan ” such as he says arose in Russia, Germany
and other countries.
The human quality of society under modern civilised conditions
is undergoing a decline in two ways. First, technical and medical
advances are making it easier for undesirables to survive and
reproduce. This must, over several generations, cause the race
to deteriorate; Professor Darlington points out that unlike
families, populations are genetically predictable to the extent
that they are numerous enough to iron out statistical uncertainty.
The other reason for the decline is the improvement of communica
tions and the breakdown of barriers of class, habits and race which
is melting together the specialised mating groups, built up over
centuries, whose interaction is the basis of our specialised society.
In order to reverse these trends civilised society will have to
exercise genetic self-control, and drop its dogma of laisser-nattre.
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That is to say, in order to advance further, it must substitute a
deliberate, scientifically-conducted shaping of the next generation
for the haphazard and cruel method of natural selection that
applied at lower levels of social evolution. Here I am attempting
to translate the idea into politically feasible terms. For if we can
ever start “ applying the methods and notions of science for our
social well-being, or at least, not taking too much for granted,
for our survival,” to use Professor Darlington’s phrase, these
notions have got to live with, or to supersede, the political,
religious, scientific and pseudo-scientific ideas that are common
currency in the world outside the laboratory. That is to say,
they must be related to our conceptions and free way of life, and
must be put in a reasonably practical form.
One of the great disadvantages under which the new eugenics
will labour is the record and fate of a previous great experiment
in racial improvement — that attempted under the German national
socialists. The defeat of this system in conditions of total war
ensured the fullest world-wide publicity to the propaganda of its
opponents, both as regards serious refutation of ideas and in the
matter of sensationalist exploitation of faults : it also ensured
that this propaganda was deliberately designed — for purposes
of war expediency — to excite hatred rather than rational
disagreement, the emotions rather than the intelligence. It is not
my intention to deny that the Nazis had faults, or that they may
have committed crimes. My point is simply that the treatment
of these faults and crimes has been one of propagandist exploitation
to the exclusion of scientific evaluation.
This is why the intellectuals of today pursue with venom any
hint of disturbing, in any way and for any purpose, what Professor
Darlington calls “ laisser-naitre ” ; and hence, we suggest, the
extreme caginess with which Professor Darlington drops his hints
at doing so. If he had spoken out more strongly, he would have
run the risk of being the victim of a polite but most effective
witch-hunt. This article is designed to rush in where he fears to
tread.
But the concepts we are about to unfold here must be at the
outset distinguished from the relevant part of fascist and national
socialist doctrine. Fascism represented . the urge to survive,
improve and expand of a particular group to the exclusion o f others.
Therefore, if all mankind had become fascist, the logical outcome
would have been perpetual war. Fascism also denied the principle
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of the brotherhood of man, which is an essential part of the
Faustian megalopolitan Weltanschauung (and therefore essential
if any belief is to win the vital support o f the modern cityintellectuals). My ideas — for which, however, I must also thank
Professor Darlington — are based on the brotherhood of man
and the desirability of peace. But I also argue the right of each
race to ensure its own perpetuation and improvement, within
the limits set by the similar right o f others, for modern geneticists
say that the existence of races and classes with different character
istics is beneficial to mankind as a whole.
What is necessary is not the encouragement of a particular
mating group or race to survive at the expense of the others, or
the dissemination of the theory that one group is superior to another.
It is to preserve the distinctness o f the groups and to improve the
average efficiency of the members o f each. A single cross between
different races can produce a very good result : but indiscriminate
crossing is harmful because it creates, in the second generation,
a disproportionate number o f individuals who are genetically
unbalanced and also because it weakens the separate characters
of the different races.
Curiously enough, the “ colour bar ” as it at present exists
increases the amount of interbreeding between white and negro.
For it is based on the assumption that the races should be kept
separate because the white race is superior to the negro race.
This assumption has come to be accepted by the negroes, with the
result that they often make great efforts to interbreed with whites
in order to have children who are partly white.
The Nazis in particular, and white racialists in general, have
gone wrong in many ways. First ; they have only regarded one
race as important.1 Secondly ; they have tended to disci iminate
in favour of certain external physical characteristics, such as lack
of pigmentation, which are irrelevant to the value for any practical
purpose of a human being. And the Nazis tried to apply to the
human race the method of the stud farm, breeding Aryans as if
they were milch cows. Which, having regard to the bewildering
complexities of human society and its functions, was quite absurd.
The genetic deterioration which civilised society is now
undergoing and which we must, within a generation or so, set
out to arrest and afterwards reverse, is a statistical phenomenon.
1 It should be mentioned that the South African Apartheid theorists seem to
be moving closer to the ideas here expressed.
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In each generation there are slightly more individuals who are
relatively undesirable than in the last, and fewer who are relatively
desirable. Therefore the remedy is also statistical. That is to
say, it is not necessary to make it impossible for undesirables to
reproduce; only to make it extremely unlikely. To be more
specific, it is not necessary to “ sterilise the unfit ” . The measures
envisaged can be called a re-adjustment of probabilities. Society
would encourage the reproduction of those it wanted, discourage
that of those it did not want.
The most important question, perhaps, is the definition of
desirability. We certainly want to encourage more than one
type of person ; in fact if society is to improve, it must foster
the inborn potentialities for all the diverse skills on which our
civilisation is based. This will only be possible if we breed for
each skill separately ; we should not aim at producing supermen.
Not, that is, if by superman we understand someone all of whose
faculties are superior to those of existing men.
A simple example will serve to explain why. Some breeds of
cattle are known as “ dual-purpose ” because they are bred both
for milk and for beef. But they are not “ super-cattle ” , for they
neither give as much milk as the specifically dairy breeds, nor
do they put on as much weight as the beef strains. This is because
a breeder gets much further in improving his stock if he is concen
trating on one characteristic than if he aims for two. If we were
trying to breed supermen, we would have to select simultaneously
not for two characteristics but for dozens. Even under stud-farm
conditions the thing would be impossible.
My suggestion is that people should be encouraged to marry
those it is desirable they should marry, and that married couples
should be encouraged to produce, on the average, the number
of children wanted of them, by a system of differentiated children’s
allowances. The allowances would be allotted and administered
by a corps of social geneticists. These scientists would divide
the nation into mating groups corresponding to the different skills
needed in its various activities, to which all who had some
specialised function would belong : there might be one group
for farmers, one for mechanics, one for scientists, one for lawyers,
clergymen and politicians, among many' others. Naturally there
would be controversy as to how to group people ; there would
be borderline cases, and the distinction would have sometimes
to be arbitrary. But these multifarious problems should be
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possible to work out. Everybody who belonged to one of these
specialised mating groups would have two possible gradings for
the purpose of obtaining children’s allowances. The higher
one — “ specialist grading ” — would only come into play if he
married into his own mating group. The rate of children’s
allowances granted to the couple would then depend on the mean
of the specialist gradings of husband and wife. This specialist
grading would depend primarily on the person’s skill at his
speciality or the extent to which such skill existed among his
ancestry, and would be influenced also by the extent to which
the skill was considered valuable to the community. The
individual’s general health, intelligence and physical efficiency,
also his physical type in so far as it affected the exercise of his
function, and his behaviour and moral character, would be taken
into account as well.
Anyone who married outside his or her mating group would
lose the benefit of this specialist grading. The children’s allowance
to be drawn by the heterogeneous couple would be determined
by their “ genetic pool grading ” , which would be based solely
on their health, intelligence, physical efficiency and moral
character. And there would be some people who would have
no skill, or family history of skill, worth including in a mating
group and who would therefore only have a genetic pool grading.
Let us see how this would work. We would have several — let
us say five — rates of children’s allowances for those we want
to reproduce. Undesirables — the very weak, the very stupid,
people with serious inheritable disabilities and habitual criminals2
— would not be granted any allowances. Couples who qualified
for specialist grading could qualify, according to that grading,
for rate one, two or three. Those who qualified for genetic pool
grading would be rated three, four or five. The two grading
systems are made to overlap, because there are obviously some
people who, quite apart from any skill, are such types that their
children are very desirable to maintain the health and strength
of the general stock.
1
The allowances would be voluntary. That is, it would be open
to anyone not to apply for them, if he objected to the rather
2 It would have to be in the power of the genetic authorities to deprive of his
allowance rating anyone in whom a criminal tendency became later apparent.
Also, in certain circumstances, to grant one to habitual malefactors who had
reformed and in whom it had become apparent that the criminal record was
due to environemt.
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searching probe that would be necessary in order to draw them.
But the rates — the higher ones in particular — would be such
as to provide a strong inducement to apply. And a young man
or woman with a good grading would obviously be a “ catch ”,
from a matrimonial point of view. Even the lower rates would
be quite useful, for each of the five rates would be weighted in
favour of a particular number of children. For the first child,
a rate five couple would very likely get more than a rate one couple,
who would have to have about five children before their superior
rating became really profitable. Whereas for any children after
(say) the third, the rate five couple would get nothing at all. The
allowance would be a percentage of the family income, to adjust
the inducement to reproduce to the individual circumstances
of each couple.
It will be noticed that the proposed system is designed to work
through the family, and in the framework of Christian morality.
This is because European civilisation has been based on the
monogamous family, and the system has been found to work.
Also because — as far as the individual is concerned — a favourable
environment is necessary if the potentialities in his genotype are
to be realised ; and it is generally conceded that a good family
provides the best medium for the bringing up of children. Various
minor problems are raised, notably over illegitimate children,
and those bom as a result of adultery. These would probably,
normally, be allotted no allowances. If both parents were known
and the union appeared suitable, some special rate could be worked
out. If any couple was found to be drawing an allowance on the
assumption that they were both parents of a child, and it was
found that the husband was not the child’s father, they could of
course be prosecuted for fraud.
People rated as undesirables, as we have seen, would not get
any children’s allowances. It would also be made much less
easy for them than it is now to have their children brought up
by State or other charity; they would have to contribute fairly
heavily to their children’s upkeep. But any people rated as
undesirable who managed to bring up their children without
calling on the State to help would naturally be left alone. For
the genetic control authorities would, in a sense, have been proved
wrong. In general, however, undesirables would be discouraged
from having children, because reproduction would be made to
involve hardship. Potentially valuable people, by the same token,
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would be discouraged from marrying “ bad lots ”,
There are two main groups of people who may produce moral
objections to the suggestions put forward above.
Those who commonly describe themselves as “ liberals ” and
“ humanists ” may object that any interference with the principle
of laisser-naitre is an unwarrantable restriction of individual
freedom. But surely a moment’s thought will show that the
system of differential children’s allowances does not restrict
anyone’s freedom. Nobody is forced to have a child, or prevented
from having one. The scheme also, curiously enough, meets
the objection to eugenics put forward by Mr. O. C. Drewitt in a
letter published in The European in April. He suggests that
people who long for children transfer to their offspring, by the
working of divine grace, some special non-genetic quality — he
does not say whether it is heritable —: which makes them valuable
quite apart from their genetic characters. This, if true, contradicts
the known genetic laws completely, and can be classed as a miracle.
But under the suggested system anyone who wanted children
badly enough to bring this force, if it exists, into play could and
would have them.
Harder to reconcile, perhaps, with these ideas will be the Roman
Catholic Church. For those who are discouraged from breeding
would have a great incentive to use contraceptives. On the other
hand, there are already many people who for economic reasons
are “ tempted ” in the same way. Some use contraceptives,
some presumably practise sexual abstinence. Many of these are
in the higher income brackets, and a great proportion of them
would be classed as highly desirable. The reduction in the use
of birth control among those whom society would be encouraging
to reproduce would probably approximate to the increase in its
use among those who were being discouraged. The. incidence
of the temptation would be no greater, but would.have shifted.
None of these ideas claims to be final. Any scheme of eugenics
will need intensive discussion among geneticists, sociologists,
politicians, economists and others before it is put into practice.
Mr. Drewitt suggests theologians should also be consulted ; why
not ? But some such scheme will have to be introduced if the
advanced communities — the countries where the standard of
living is high enough to act dysgenically on the quality of society
by causing genetic entropy — are to survive. And the world
will be immeasurably the poorer if they do not.
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CASSANDRAIC DIALOGUES
OF THE SOUL
by CHRIS BJERKNES
Watching the green under the mourning rain
and the grey eyed dawn glisten, thinking now
where are the robins, where are the tolling of bells
on the Piazza where once they were ? Now, I am here unvisited.
Where the vanished Troy ? Can I care, really. I am
weary of autumn, and the tired rows of graves that point
to the night and shadows under the bleeding sticky buds of
April’s past,
and like the blossoms that forget the bough
and drop, the seasons leaf through my dreams
and sink finally — slip finally, I am now
grown old, where memory as the blossoms lose the sure cycle
to themselves, without fruit the bough rots.
I watch the grey gulls flit
about, mewing, in the wind like myself, seeking.
Weeping for the things both known and unknown, for hunger
and for desire, seeking deep in the heavy air, holding
vague noises within and unable to speak of love
never knowing the scent of mint lingering,'
on the early morning hands, nor of blossoms on
the marriage bed.
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My thin hands hang like parentheses to myself, here.
My fears fallen like blossoms ; there is nothing left,
even passion loses itself unto itself, and who shall hear
who, I am old even to myself. Wipe these moth gold eyes
of sleep, and the dry wishes strewn at my swollen feet.
I am too tired even to listen to myself.
I remember Apollo. When the salmon sun crept
across the bed of us, when I asked in the pale-eyed dawn
for that dream of knowing when once I sang and my sound
filled the four winged air, and sang of lovers, unloving
and loved but unknowing, when the singing birds shook down
their songs, and yet never heard their own trembling.
The white leopards sprawled mewing in the garden, they are
there no more.
The dawn in scattered grey hangs on the ropes
of uneasy light upon me now without any painted hope,
I am the uninvited. Unquiet. 1 shall go, let my bone creep out.
There is only the clawing of the clock across the wall.
An old woman moving across the room, watching
out the open window, the cold palaces slowly fall.
With weary screeches, seeking some odd Rachel down below
across the Rialto tiles, she cries and untangles her young
Niobe’s golden hair, feel the tragedy in it already
there. I have heard them before.
I have heard them. Order in their grief.
I have heard. How across the time, walk upon it to catch
the last of night dissolving, as if the soul
too, now dissolved, and brought into a different element,
I hear the starlings tearing paper, cackle, laugh
like giggling girls, and can see their jaundiced feet grip
the sky, and wade out across the disinterested air, plunging
and pushing into the rubbery wind, and time into vague positionings.
How can I resume the pattern,-resume again the uncared hours,
O lovers, it was not the moon I sought.
Loving with half sighs, loving with
opened eyes, and without faith, feeling the between-ness
of things beyond the easy way, to seek now, but there
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is no way.
of yourself,
feed merely
Listen.
I

O lovers turn free from the uneasy Ahabs
interrogating the seas rich speech, lovers
on the mustardseed, and give birth from it.
am a woman grown old.

I go alone merely to wish amid the odor of apples
in the fall, amid the last stuttering of birds to know
no one would answer when I called,
no one.
Only the uneasy wind probing beneath
the door, and my choppy finger rubbed across
the withered fig of my breast, smoothing, only
a choppy hand to feel the clammy crevices of myself,
and the heart working toward its end, and now
again the weak wish weakens, and thinking myself
already dead, excepting my own astonishment
nothing but the slow and soft drifting beyond
this giant universe.
Uncouched now knowing how to build,
and too old, knowing too late, the old have their own
way to grief, and no syllables to time to rehearse,
an extended speech, impromptu. There is no time in the casesura
of light there is no time between poised at every
point, there is no return, you are, becoming and
only a false remembering, there is no still point.
Only a turning world, no vanished Troys, only a repeating
of patterns, in the harbour of time’s hand, only a unity
of time, a place and the act without a sensible surcease,
all is paradox, confused and ambiguous, as our own murderings.
O lovers.
I am a woman grown old. False survivor, breaking
off a dream, as the wind stammers across the stone, my breath
across my chill bone, we love or fail to love, see
or openly destroy our eyes, how to stand on. this narrow
balcony of the world and know, beyond the descending vanity
and be cast, o lovers, as bread, how ?
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HOLIDAY EATING
by ROBIN ADAIR
OTHING is sadder than the passing of the season, for the
greedy ones — I don’t mean the gluttons, of course, but
those of us who love delicious things to eat whether we also love
the actual choosing, preparing and cooking of them or not —
this is a sort of period of mortes eaux, between the ebb and flow
of the tide. All the charming young primeurs have long since
reached maturity ; there is still no R in the month, and we must
wait for autumn and the promise of oysters — luscious fat
“ natives ” or belons, or the incomparable marennes vertes, game,
fresh truffes, foies gras; on each side of the Channel, there are
prospective delights.
Meanwhile there are the summer holidays.
The last time I wrote in these pages, it was to add a mite of homage
to la haute cuisine of France. This tribute is still to French cooking,
but of a different category : cuisine bourgeoise; the kind of
cooking to be encountered by all those whose holiday plans take
them to some charming small place, seaside, mountain, or even
some quiet little resort with nothing more to recommend it than
its own peaceful charm and the beauty of its setting. But the
strongest appeal of all is nearly always some quite fabulous inn.
Since there is, alas, insufficient space, I cannot possibly embark
upon a guide book list of addresses, but one can safely promise
that when motoring on any French road, no matter in which
direction, the traveller can be quite certain of finding a delicious
meal, almost anywhere by the way-side. If one develops “ a nose ”,
smelling out a good place can become a sport, and one is sometimes
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rewarded by startling discoveries, even if going over entirely new
country. There is one tip which — with the Editor’s permission
— I can give. The makers of a famous motor-car tyre (Michelin)
produce a Guide with a quite remarkable list of recommended
eating- and drinking-places. Since they themselves provide this
information free, it is quite impossible for any hotelier, restaurateur,
cabarettier, to buy a mention — and, furthermore, since I do not
at the moment possess as much as a motor-car, let alone a tyre,
I have no axe to grind when urging motorists, or indeed travellers
of all categories, provided they are seekers after gastronomic
truth, to invest in this guide book.
There are, however, obligations on both sides, and newcomers
to the sport of spotting a winner for luncheon or dinner in a
hitherto unknown place should observe the rules of the game.
Here are a few pointers.
D o not be put off by the seemingly unprepossessing outward
signs. The most modest, even humble, places often produce
quite astonishing results ; and sometimes, if one strolls round
to the back; there can be a spectacular “ view ” or a little path
leading down to a charming little river or through a fairytale wood,
having passed through a typical garden, half vegetable, with roses,
border plants and lovely herbs.
On arrival, try to find le patron or la patronne ; after an exchange
of polite platitudes, ask if it be possible to lunch — or dine — then :
“ W hat is there to-day ? ” Don’t ever try to order and, above
all, do not give an impression of haste. Let them think you have
stopped there deliberately because you know you are in for some
thing quite wonderful, unobtainable elsewhere. I could close
my eyes and conjure up the kind of lucheon you will be offered :
“ Eh bien, messieurs, dames, nous avons des hors d'oeuvre avec
melon ” — o r — pate, or some special saucisson, or smoked ham,
according to the region you are in — une omelette au pis-en-lit —
dandelion ; or it might be m e friture — tiny river fish crisply
and deliciously fried like our whitebait — un poulet sauti aux
champignons, des pommes frites, salade, fromage — if you are
lucky it might be an exquisite local goat’s milk one, fromage de
chevre — et fruits. “ C’est parfait ”, you will say, and enjoy a
leisurely apiritif, sitting out in the sun, while the meal is being
cooked for you ; and perfect it will be.
For dinner, in this type of place, the meal is even more simple,
as for these people the important one is at mid-day. There will
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be a wonderful potage paysarme, probably a main dish of the
ragout type, again a crisp salade, a simple sweet such as petits
pots de creme, compote de fruits ; cheeses.
In all cases, take whatever petit vin du pays is suggested.
Sometimes, if the patron himself is a connoisseur of good wine,
you may make surprising discoveries and enjoy a quite remarkable
bottle with dinner — after drinking a glass or so of the light local
wine first, in order to faire tomber la poussiere as they say.
I would like to make it quite dear : the little places 1 m ean.
are really modest ; there are masses of the others, sumptuous,
expensive and nearly always superlative. But, all things being
equal, one is more likely to be “ let down ” in the luxe places than
in the homely, friendly auberges. How I wish I were coming
with you to sample once more, say, Madame X’s remarkable
poulet au blanc, or the quenelles de brocket of Monsieur Z.
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NEW
W inston C h u rc h ill : B r itis h

BOOKS
B u lld o g , Emrys Hughes, M.P.,

Exposition Press, New York, $5.
C onflict W ith o u t M alice : A n A u to b io g r a p h y ,' lEmannel Shinwell,

Odhams, 21s.
R. EMRYS HUGHES says of his short life of Sir Winston
Churchill: “ This is not the sort of admiring biography of
which we have had so many in recent years,” and of the Churchill
memoirs : “ Reading (them) is very much like reading an apprecia
tive drama review written by the actor who has also played the part
of hero in the production.” As may be guessed from the foregoing,
this is the most critical book about Sir Winston and his war since
Captain Russell Grenfell’s Unconditional Hatred, from which Mr.
Hughes quotes.
He begins two hundred years before Sir Winston was bom,
pointing out that the great Duke of Marlborough was a great
scoundrel, and going on to Lord Randolph, his American wife, and
their son. “ Had young Winston been sent to an elementary school
it is probable that his academic education would have ended there,
for he did not show the abilities that would have won him a scholar
ship,” writes Mr. Hughes. “ He had been nursed, waited upon,
pandered to, mollycoddled, tutored, dragged through examinations,
and had become accustomed to the world of wealth, rank, privilege
and snobbery.” It is not at all clear whether Mr.Hughes looks
upon this upbringing as having conferred an unfair advantage on
the young Churchill, or as an obstacle which he subsequently
managed to surmount. But, in fact, 19th century public schoolboys
were not waited upon, pandered to or mollycoddled ; these early
chapters should be omitted from an English edition of the book
because they are rather misleading and wholly irrelevant.
When it comes to Sir Winston’s political career, however, it is
well documented and fair. Mr. Hughes quotes at length from
Churchill’s speeches, and shows how often in his life he changed not
only his party but also his opinions. Mr. Hughes’ thesis is that
every twist and turn is accounted for by personal ambition, and he
makes out a good case for his theory.
He sums up Sir Winston’s war record thus :

M

“ The devastating horrors of all the mistakes of Churchill and
Roosevelt during the war were reaped at the Yalta conference
of January-February 1945. There it became clear that Soviet
Russia would dominate Central Europe, the Balkans and the Far
E a s t; that China would be communised ; that Poland would be
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betrayed and put under Soviet domination ; that Germany would
be partitioned and devastated further in peacetime ; that the
liquidation of the British Empire would be inevitable ; and that a
cold war of indeterminate duration would follow close on the
heels of the hot war which had been won . . . Thus was the war
won and the peace lost.”
and he goes on :
“ The great tragedy was that the Yalta concessions were com
pletely unnecessary. Roosevelt had received decisive news from
General MacArthur before he left for Yalta that the Japanese
military power was broken and that the Japanese asked for peace
on much the same terms that were accepted seven months later
. . . Russia took no active part in the final conquest of Japan. The
atomic bombing was completely unnecessary . . . ”
Mr. Emrys Hughes clearly demonstrates the criminal folly of the
policy of unconditional surrender, and tells once more the story of
the frivolous way in which Roosevelt suggested it, and the irrespon
sible manner of its acceptance by Mr. Churchill. He shows how it
lengthened the war, costing millions of lives. As to—
“ the achievement most commonly advanced on behalf of
Churchill’s claim to immortal fame, that he saved England from
the Nazis, (it) cannot be conceded by any honest and informed
historian. The last thing that Hitler ever wished to do was to
conquer or debase England, provided he could collaborate peace
fully with her in repressing communism and maintaining the
British Empire intact as the main bulwark of white domination
throughout the planet.”
Mr. Emrys Hughes thinks we should never have gone to war with
Germany at all, but that having done so, when Germany attacked
Russia, England should have stood aside while the giants fought it
out. There is no point at all, in his opinion, in pulling down one
continental power in order to set up a much bigger, more power
ful and ill-disposed power in its place.
When his disastrous war was over, thinking, as Mr. Hughes says,
to cash in on “ victory ”, Churchill rushed to the country, confident
that he would get a big Tory majority. He drove from town to
town in a veritable circus, making his V sign.
“ When his party was approaching Oldham it was preceded by a
Conservative loud-speaker van proclaiming: ‘ Here comes
Winnie—watch the third car—the greatest man on earth—
the greatest statesman in the world ’.”
The result was that 393 Labour M.P.s were returned, and only 198
Tories.
Among the members of that Labour government in 1945, first
as Minister for Fuel and Power and subsequently as Minister of
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Defence, was Mr. Emanuel Shinwell, whose autobiography is called
Conflict Without Malice. Mr. Shinwell is the son of a poor Jewish
tailor who had come to England from Poland as a little child in
1868. His account of his own childhood and early life is the best
part of the book ; his father singing “ As I walk down the street each
friend I do meet, says, there goes Muldoon, he’s a solid man ” ;
he himself buying a dish of hot peas for a farthing ; collecting a
library of books from junk barrows ; marrying at 19 a girl with a
wonderful feathered hat.
In 1919 he was sent to gaol for incitement to riot in Glasgow ; he
vividly describes prison conditions and food : the latter was un
changed twenty years later and is probably much the same to this
day. Mr. Shinwell could not and did not eat it ; nor could he eat the
food cooked in rancid oil given him by the Spanish reds when he
visited their civil war. In the first case he lived on bread, in the
second on oranges.
Perhaps the rest of the book suffers from too little malice ; but it
is interesting for its account of the early days of Labour, when those
who came to break up their meetings were chucked out in a very
rough way, and also for a chapter on Ramsay Macdonald.
Mr. Shinwell refused to join the Churchill government in 1940 ;
he was often critical of it in Parliament where he and Lord Winterton,
another critic, were called Arsenic and Old Lace. Once Brigadier
Harvie Watt, Churchill’s P.P.S., reproached him for attacking his
chief during a difficult moment of the war, and added : “ You mustn’t
forget the P.M. has great military gifts. His ancestor was the Duke
of Marlborough ”, to which Mr. Shinwell replied : “ My ancestor
was Moses ”. But a little mild sniping was all he indulged in, he
approved of the war, though not always of the way it was being
conducted, and he seems delighted to quote a speech of Sir
Winston’s, made many years later, praising his patriotism.
Mr. Emrys Hughes also mentions this speech. Churchill had
bitterly attacked the Labour government in February 1951 :
“ If half of what (he) had said about the Labour government’s
'handling of defence had been true, the minister responsible
deserved not merely to be removed but to be impeached . . .
Before the year 1951 was over, Churchill was Prime Minister
and Defence Minister himself. Shinwell was out and Churchill
was in. In his very first speech as Minister of Defence he pro
ceeded to pay a tribute to the Labour government’s policy. . . .
Compliment followed compliment . . . In February, Shinwell
had been Churchill’s principal target. He had demanded
Shinwoli’s dismissal. In December he thought it appropriate to
pay a tribute to Shinwell’s ‘ sterling patriotism ’ . . . Why, then,
had Churchill made the vitriolic attack oh the Labour ministers
earlier in the year ?”
asks Mr. Hughes.
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“ The explanation was that in February he was prepared to say
anything and do anything if it could bring down the Labour
government.”
Mr. Shinwell comments otherwise : “ How high this man can rise
above the midget stature of his colleagues !” And whether we agree
with Mr. Emrys Hughes’ or Mr. Shinwell’s view of this particular
incident in Sir Winston’s career, no doubt all can agree about that.
D.M.
D ivided We S ta n d , Michael Sheehy, Faber, 10s. 6d.

HE DIVISION of the Irish into partitionists and anti*
partitionists has (regrettably) followed the rigid line of religious
differences — the Protestants for partition, the Catholics against.
Those of us in England who deplore partition have saluted the
patriotism of the occasional Protestant who has stepped across
this invisible barrier and sunk his religious opinions in the cause
of national unity ; we must therefore accept with good grace
(albeit with a wry smile) the Catholic who crosses the line in the
opposite direction. Mr. Sheehy has set out in his book his reasons
(as a Catholic from the south of Ireland) for wishing to see the
Six Counties of the North maintain their present status.
“ The real question at issue,” says Mr. Sheehy, “ is whether
the abolition of the border would create a more stable Ireland
than the present Ireland divided into Northern and Southern
polities.” He suggests the answer is in the negative, because
of the religious, political, economic and cultural differences. But
does he not exaggerate these ? “ In religion the Northern
majority are deeply Protestant . . . .” , but Catholics form the
largest sect. “ . . . they (the- Protestants) fear for their civil
and religious liberties under an Irish Catholic government. ”
Mr. Sheehy does not tell us that in Eire the Protestants form six
per cent of the population and hold thirty-seven per cent of
government appointments.
“ Economically they are inextricably linked to the United
Kingdom, of which they form a part.” So well are the Six Counties
linked to Britain that unemployment therein stands at nine per
cent of the insured population, compared with a national average
of less than two per cent throughout the rest of Great Britain.
“ Culturally and philosophically they are part of Britain ; and,
through Britain, o f Western Europe as a whole.” This is a recurrent
theme throughout the book, and deserves examination. Mr.
Sheehy employs some extraordinary phrases in his description
of life in the South — “ an insidious puritanism ” , “ a puritanical
clergy.” He scoffs at attempts to revive the Gaelic language,
even in the Gaeltacht, draws attention to the serious problem of
emigration, the drift to the cities, and a declining agriculture ;
in contrast, he paints a picture of a farsighted North, which “ in
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the war of 1939-45 . . . . contributed to the defence of Christian
and liberal-humanist values ” .
What are the facts ? It is easy to criticise the Irish censorship
of publications and particularly the banning of certain books
which have been widely read in England without any serious
effect upon morals ; but does this justify a general charge of
“ puritanism ” — the last word I would have applied to the Irish ?
Does not unemployment in the South (and the North) result from
the partitioning of a natural entity into top-heavy agricultural
and industrial areas ?
The drift from the countryside is an
attempt to redress the balance between agriculture and industry
(destroyed by partition) and emigration is an extension of this
movement.
I wish Mr. Sheehy had defined the “ liberal-humanist values”
for which the 1939-45 war was waged. In that war “ the N orth ”
fought beside communist Russia which came sweeping into Europe
in a tidal wave of rapine and murder. Is not Mr. Sheehy a little
illogical in denouncing his government’s reluctance to join the
North in driving communism out again ?
Mr. Sheehy takes elaborate pains to clear England of the oftrepeated charge that she is responsible for partition. He produces
some evidence of British support for Home Rule for Ireland,
but that support wavered in the face of vehement opposition
(and threats of violence) from the North. Torn between Irishmen
who wished all their country to be free, and Irishmen who wanted
all their country to remain attached to the British crown, the
British government proposed partition — the eternal compromise
of British politics.
What was to be the partitioned area ? Mr. Sheehy portrays
Carson as “ a Northern Parnell ”, valiantly fighting for the whole
of Ulster to be excluded from Home Rule, until, on page 70, he
naively remarks that “ on thinking it over ” the North decided
to accept six counties “ as a minimum ” . (This is indeed an
euphemism for Carson’s blunt statement : “ I f the whole of
Ulster were included, you would have no chance of successfully
starting a Parliament in Belfast.”)
In spite of these criticisms, the differences between Mr. Sheehy
and the anti-partitionists are not as fundamental as he would have
us believe. Many Irish nationalists share his desire to see Ireland
play her part in European defence, and in the new life of Europe
when the fear of war has been removed. But they insist that
only an united Ireland can enter Europe. Would the union of
Ireland impose any hardships on the “ Ulster loyalists ” for whom
Mr. Sheehy has such tender regard 7 He answers that question
at the end of his book, when he says : “ . . . . if the North
accepts Irish government, the South is prepared to grant her that
measure o f political autonomy which she has under English suzerainty ”
(my italics). After that admission, what is left of Mr. Sheehy's
case ? Only those “ ideological differences ”, which will not
survive close examination.
G.V.
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M em oirs o f H adrian, Marguerite Yourcenar, Seeker & Warburg,

12s. 6d.
ADRIAN, world-ruler, man-god and mourner, from his
deathbed to Marcus Aurelius, greetings and an apology
for his acts : an apology that convinces, and moves even where
Mme. Yourcenar resorts to special pleading.
Hadrian goes down to history as of melancholy temperament;
his'fictitious memoirs have a gravity of intellect and a gravity
of sentiment that perhaps only French interpreters of character
can sustain. I do not know why the eminent critic o f The Observer
should have cavilled at this. If there is humour of any kind in
Hadrian’s verses to his departing soul, it is not of the Anglo-Saxon
kind, say rather the ironic courtesy of a Spaniard. There is no
flippant tenderness reflected in the design of Hadrian’s Villa ;
the Pantheon and Fortress of Sant’ Angelo argue a mind where
gravity was sovereign. The sorriest scandalmongers never attributed
the suicide of Antinous to an emperor’s levity. The founding
of the memorial city, the statues of the beloved at every Roman
site in Europe and Asia belie the suggestion that in Hadrian’s
character or in his relations with his soul there was any element
of the light-hearted or cavalier.
On the other hand, there is nothing romantic in the notion
that the Ancients were able to take an ironic view of themselves
from outside. It was they who taught the practice of objectivity
to us, either to project ourselves into the eternal world of Platonic
idealism, to cultivate the analytical methods of the Physicists
or the ascetic exercises of the Stoics. Mme. Yourcenar legitimately
adds a prophetic dimension to Hadrian’s self-knowledge, credits
him with longer perspectives on the effects of his administration
than might have been found in his original confidences dictated
to Phlegon. At this point we lose touch with strict historicity
no doubt. If we did not, could we ever emerge from the museum
of Roman portraits ? I wonder' too, how much in matters of
sensibility the Ancients were behind us. It is often claimed that
*love of nature ’ was an invention of the XIX Century ; yet it
was the Romans who first built villas at Baiae, not the sons of
the Risorgimento.
It is always possible to uncover anachronisms in historical
reconstructions ; the whole art consists in judicious anachronism.
The very writing of Hadrian’s autobiography by a lady in a modem
language is an anachronism, gravely mastered by Mme. Yourcenar,
though I instance one sentence where her translator might have
intervened : ‘ The emperor’s soul ascended to the heavens, borne
up along the still spiral of the Trajan Column.’ And on small
points the publishers might have helped the translator : ‘ hands
which in spite of me agitate ’.
Hadrian is remembered for his policy of retrenchment and
consolidation, the prudent successor of the adventurous Trajan.
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Mme. Yourcenar transforms the cautious statesman into the first
culture-hero of United Europe. ‘ Our ramparts now are thousands
o f leagues from Rome’ : not the unstable frontiers of Trajan,
but the ramparts of an Empire within which the writ o f order
runs, throughout which the words Humanity, Liberty, Happiness,
hold a common meaning for all, an Empire from which the
concepts of State, citizenry and republic will be propagated across
the world and will survive to the end of the ages. If Hadrian
indeed took this long view of history, his image and superscription
should grace the first coins struck in the future Federation of
Europe, for his provinces remain wonderfully homogeneous to
this day. True, Dacia and Moesia Inferior have fallen again
to the Sarmatian advance ; Upper Moesia, Illyricum and Pannonia
oscillate under a peasant dictator between the Sarmatian power
and the Empire ; the wounds of the Second Jewish Revolt have
been reopened by a fanaticism as brutal as Hadrian’s system of
government was humane ; but the extra-territorial accessions to
the Empire— Germany, Scandinavia, the Americans, the countries
of the Bandoeng Conference — continually increase. Our ramparts
now are thousands of leagues from Rome.
The Empire is certainly there. But where is the Hadrian to
order it ?
A J.N .

S c u m o f the Earth, Arthur Koestler, Hamish Hamilton & Collins,

15s.
CUM OF THE EARTH was written soon after its author
escaped to England after the fall of France, almost fifteen
years ago ; it has been re-printed to take its place in Mr. Koestler’s
four-volume autobiography.
The scum of the earth referred to are the Jewish and communist
and social democratic refugees from Germany, and the Jewish,
communist, anarchist and social democratic refugees from the
International Brigade in Spain who were rounded up by the French
and put in concentration camps, some after the Spanish Civil
War and some at the beginning of the second World War. The
title is ironical. According to Mr. Koestler, the internees were
either saints who believed in a workers’ utopia or else wonderful
old professors, writers of genius, gifted lawyers, scientists and
doctors ; yet when the bulk of them (himself included) were
arrested, the French press described them as the scum of the earth,
and even went so far as to say that since they were put away crime
had decreased in Paris.
If conditions were as described, they certainly had a very bad
time, and Mr. Koestler’s camp, in which, he asserts, the shaven
headed, half-starved inhabitants were forced to hardest toil by
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guards carrying leather whips which they used on those who
flagged, and who slept herded together on thin straw with no
blankets in freezing weather, seems to have been one of the worst
ever heard of. He is indignant to think such treatment should
have been accorded to genuine fighters against fascism like
himself, and that it should have been inflicted, by one of the great
democracies. It was not a punishment camp, there had been no
trial for its inmates and there was no appeal.
The bad conditions, if truthfully depicted, were inexcusable.
But even if Mr. Koestler’s premises are allowed, and enemy aliens
who have fled from their own country should be accepted on
ideological grounds as allies in wartime, it must be remembered
that, at that time, Soviet Russia and Germany were allied, and
therefore communists were doubly suspect, since if they owe any
allegiance at all it is, unquestionably, to Russia. Mr. Koestler
complains that he had abandoned his communist faith a year
or two before, and that he hated Hitler ; therefore he and his
like should have been welcomed by France and England.
He was a free man again when France fell, and has some hard
things to say of the French, particularly of those who blamed
the politicians who had been in power for the previous few years
for the plight of their country. N ot a word against Blum and
the popular front, for example, will he allow, though he raps him
for his non-intervention in Spain. Not a word against Cot.
In some unexplained way the defeat was the fault of men who,
until then, had neither power nor influence : of Marshal Petain
and others.
Arrived in England, Mr. Koestler published this book in 1941.
The indignation of the Left knew no bounds; and the sentimental
ising over all those who cared to come, and whose passport to
dependability and trustworthiness was that they vilified and fought
against the countries of their birth. It was this wave of sympathy
which swept Fuchs and Pontecorvo into the inner counsels of
science, and was responsible for imparting to them the secrets
which, once more for ideological reasons, they took with them
to Russia a few years later.
Mr. Koestler’s book had a great success with the sentimental
Left. He must have been happy, too, when at the end of the war
other Frenchmen opened the camps and liberated the afore
mentioned professors, doctors and writers. Ask those who lived
nearby ; some of the old intellectuals of Mr. Koestler’s story
appear to have-indulged in an orgy of violence which was most
unexpected, considering the good character he had given them
in Scum o f the Earth.
D.M.
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T. E. LAWRENCE
AND THE ARABS
An analysis by

DESMOND STEWART
I. LAWRENCE PERSONALLY
HE English intellectual scene, from outside, often shows a
tranquillity close to boredom ; just as in the English cinema,
the line between refined perceptivity and monotony often seems
slight. To offset the gentlemanly procession of biographies, the
ladylike stream of novels, the English public, every decade or so,
likes a book to rant a b o u t: in these periodic bouts of enthusiasm
and indignation a great deal of steam is generated, an idea is
usually debated more fervidly than with logic, and then the dust
settles. Swinburne’s Poems and Ballads, Darwin’s Origin o f
Species, Radcliffe Hall’s Well o f Loneliness, Norman Mailer’s
The Naked and the Dead— the subjects of the books may be
various; what is required is that they should incite the normally
inarticulate to take up ink and write to the Times or the Daily
Sketch. (Sometimes these explosions take place without a book
to prompt them : foreign atrocities, whether undressed young
ladies should be allowed to move, as well as pose, on the London
stage, the pyramid inch, all these topics can excite controversy.
As one expert once remarked, the host at a flagging English dinner
party need only to mention corporal punishment for the occasion
to revive.)
The book that has already brought life into 1955 is Richard
Aldington’s Lawrence o f Arabia. It has inspired utterance from
exalted proconsuls who served over, or with, Lawrence, as well as
from sappers and tankmen who met him once, or who did not
meet him, but heard rumours about him. Most of the comment
has been hostile to the book.

T
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Aldington’s thesis can be stated briefly in one quotation :
Unquestionably Lawrence was a determined and ambitious
man, guerilla fighter, and possibly administrator; but an
immense legend was fabricated, largely by himself, from
materials of uncertain substance.
Stated as such, the thesis would hardly have enraged the public
as it has done. Indeed, among English people there had long
been a chasm between the official view (maintained by what
Aldington called the Lawrence Bureau) and the commonsense
feeling that the Seven Pillars is a boring, obscure narrative and
that its author was too ascetic to be true. What has hurt many
feelings has been Aldington’s method of writing. With analytical
patience (reminding us that he started life as an Imagist, of the
school of Pound) he has refused to accept the glamorous fog that
surrounded the mysterious colonel, and has investigated every
incident and every detail that the upholders of the Lawrence cult
(Lowell Thomas, Robert Graves, Liddell Hart) have allowed to
come down to us. No clue has been neglected ; no claim, however
nugatory, unprobed ; no considerations — such as the feelings
of Lawrence’s aged mother — allowed to hinder the wry inquisition.
On the assumption that many of the wartime events can never
be checked, as they depend solely on their hero’s own word,
Aldington checks and rechecks the stories of childhood brilliance
and exploit, (reading all the books in the Oxford Union library,
cycling phenomenal distances in France,) and establishes beyond
controversion that Lawrence was throughout his life what the
Irish call a ‘ romancer ’. This indeed has now been accepted
by Lawrence’s defenders. Their letters attacking Aldington all
begin with, “ Of course we always knew that our friend was
unreliable on points of detail — that was part of his charm.”
Having established this, and having established that Lawrence’s
illegitimacy is a fact, and believing this accounts for his unbalance,
Aldington then analyses the whole Arab Revolt in a way that
has not been done before : pinning down facts of time and place
which Lawrence notoriously omits from the Seven Pillars. A
sideshow of a sideshow, he claims that the achievements in that
sideshow were due far more to certain Arabs, such as Auda Abu
Tayi, or the British Navy, than to the Englishman in the spotless
robes of a Sherif. Lawrence’s part, besides being photographed,
was the unloading of gold sovereigns to keep the Bedu ‘ out ’
against the Turks. An important rebuff to those who, like Liddell
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Hart, compared Lawrence to Napoleon, to the latter’s disadvantage,
is the complete silence in Turkish and German war-historians
on this master-mind.
If this is the thesis of Aldington, what is it a rationalisation of ?
This has been the underlying approach of criticism in an England
where the psychoanalytical assumption that all theses are symptoms
rather than statements now seems accepted. The word debunking
has been used, with the implication that a little man envies a great
one. This is surely unjust. The great debunker was Lytton
Strachey, whose method was to take some great figure from the
Victorian Age, Gladstone or Cardinal Manning, and make the
victim laughable by changing the light in which they had appeared :
to snigger, as it were, ‘ but look ! how pompous and silly they
now seem, when I change the light from green to red ! ’ These
ephemeral works entertain, but in no way contribute anything
new to our understanding of the people they write about.
Aldington, with the same obsessive desire to reduce the flab of
history that he once showed when reducing inflated poetry, takes
the legend of Lawrence, and asks, is there justification ? or is it
all lies from start to finish ? On the other hand, the style of
Aldington’s book is not calmly objective. There is emotional
heat behind the ferreting and burrowing. And for those who
have not forgotten Aldington’s war novel The Death o f a Hero,
the emotional force behind the Lawrence book is not hard to
discover : it is Aldington’s disgust that when the Age demanded
a hero, an age that callously accepted the deaths of sixty thousand
young men in one day of the Battle of the Somme, there were
people ready both to act the hero, and to produce him, in a fake
epic drama to ‘ remind ’ people that war could be romantic still :
Eager to get at the enemy, Mr. Thomas applied to the authorities
at Washington for military employment. There it was pointed
out to him that the very considerable British contribution to
the war had been reported in the United States with piteous
incompleteness, and he was told to go out and cover British
operations on all fronts, pick up interesting news, and come
back and tell it snappily to the home folks. The idea was,
as Mr. Thomas explains with a most pleasing candour, by
beating the drum loudly enough, to work up a hundred per
cent enthusiasm for a war which America- across the wide
Atlantic still viewed with a certain aloofness. Unluckily the
drab butchery of the Western Front did not lend itself either
to thrilling photography or to eloquent narrative. There,
Chase and Thomas found only mud and blood, wounds and
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death, monotony and devastation, where the discomforts of trench
warfare were only varied by gigantic and endless battles in
which you couldn’t hear yourself think. For the newspaper-fed
civilians of those days war was still “ romance,” culminating in
charges o f cavalry dressed in full ceremonial uniform, our side
triumphantly sweeping “ them ” into defeat and surrender
— in short, popular war had to be, as Seven Pillars o f Wisdom
announces itself, A Triumph.
Not a pacifist of the Sassoon type {I'Id like to see a tank come
down the stalls — Waltzing to ragtime tunes and Home Sweet
Home — And there'Id’ be no more jokes in music halls — To
mock the riddled corpses o f Bapaume) Aldington is a soldier of
the Sassoon era : we should respect him less if bitterness did not
hold a place in his war-memoirs and his war-attitudes.
But the emotional force that gave him drive to continue the
rather dreary work of belittling a popular hero must also like
other violent passions at times force the hand that taps the keys
to tap too fast, to erase too little of what is written down in spleen.
The main thesis established, that much of what Lawrence wrote
was spoilt by romance, and that this romance was exploited in the
suspect purpose of popularising war, Aldington is not prepared
to admit that a man who could play the part of hero, and convince
such a wide range of- people that he was the hero, must have had
something of hero in him : just as we may say that a Shakespeare
who could create a Hamlet and an Iago must have had something
of villain and hero in him. The humbug exposed, Lawrence’s
conjectured homosexual tastes are then analysed at great length. But
surely here is precisely where Aldington should have praised him ?
Europe, to say nothing of the other continents, has produced
many men outstanding in peace and war, in whose complicated
characters homosexuality, either physical or spiritualised, was an
ingredient. There is nothing very surprising about this. What
is surprising in Lawrence’s case is the frankness with which he
avowed it, putting on the second page of his intended masterpiece
a purplepatch on this unpopular topic. The kind of English
schoolmaster who presents the Seven Pillars to his prize pupils
might be offended at this exposure of an underlying deviation :
Lawrence is explicit, and surely deserves credit, rather than tearing
on the wheel for meaning what he meant. Again, Lawrence was
a misogynist, but his belief that women were dangerous, that the
sexual act was permeated by sin, is not unusual; and his view that
marriage was an unspiritual relationship (which Aldington, says
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is surprising in one brought up a Christian) would only be
surprising if Lawrence had been a Catholic in a Catholic country.
All the supranatural heresies — i.e. which try to raise man to
angelic heights — condemn marriage. (Even St. Paul seems only
to have accepted it as one better than burning.) Lawrence,
the son of a split home (happy parents, living in sin), infused with
non-conformist ideas in childhood, was not surprising: he reminds
us of the young soldier in Carson Maculler’s Reflections in a Golden
Eye who has the notion that if he touches a woman he will get
a strange disease.
Again, Aldington can be said to have established his point that
the young Lawrence was an exhibitionist and an actor for the
short period (under two years) passed in the Hejaz. In his last
chapter he compresses the long years in the peacetime R.A.F.
into a similar pose : a pose which Aldington implies irked Lawrence
frequently, and which made him wish to come out and be
recognised as great by the great. But in truth, as the publication
of The Mint now proves, Lawrence did make a real renunciation
when he became a peacetime airman, undergoing drill made perhaps
specially violent so as to make him leave a service his presence
embarrassed. His strength was less than he had reckoned, and
his greater age than his fellows’ (mostly rough young refugees
from unemployment) told on him cruelly. Perhaps it was a lie
that he was ‘ offered Egypt as he told so many people. But
with his great renown, his All Souls fellowship (even if that were
undeserved on grounds of pure scholarship), Lawrence could
certainly have lived more comfortably than as an aircraftsman.
Like King Lear, Lawrence’s renunciation was not complete at
once ; as the King had given away his kingdom, and yet wanted
to feel that he could have kingly honours still, so Lawrence gave
away his publicity-based renown, and wished at times to taste
again what he had tasted night after night, when Lowell Thomas
had lectured at Covent Garden. This is human nature, these
are the chinks in his humourless pose of being superhuman, which
renew his appeal to us, as being human still.
II.

LAWRENCE POLITICALLY

The battle has all been about an individual : the austere paladin,
or 1’imposteur of Aldington’s French translators. This is
perhaps another characteristic of English life — its liking for
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persons : a liking as generously given to such adversaries as Bonnie
Prince Charlie or Rommel, as to Nelson or Wellington. (With
hate it is the same : a person, not an ideology, must figure on the
billboards.) This liking for persons tempts us to ask : is it more
germane to the English respect for social distinction, or that
intellectual laziness for which , so many Europeans have rebuked
them ?
The Arab Revolt, to be understood correctly, requires a tedious
amount of knowledge : of Arabic names (some of them very hard
to transliterate), of Arabic and Ottoman history (not taught in
English schools), of the Eastern question (not taught beyond the
cliches, Turkey the sick man of Europe, etc.), of Islam, of geography,
of economic interests, of the impact of western ideas on the peoples
of what has been called the Moslem intercontinent. Above all,
the student must have some idea of who the Arabs are, of what
a patchwork of different peoples at different stages of development
the word ‘ Arab ’ covers, from the stone-age kingdoms of the
Yemen and the Hadramaut to the sophisticated cities of the Arab
Levant, Haifa, Jersualem, Beirut, Aleppo and Damascus : of the
schism between the Beduin nomads (whom Muhammad himself
described as the least assimilable to his religion) and the farmers
of the river valleys, with their racial and culteral roots going deep
into a Babylonian or a Pharaonic past. Lawrence was aware
of this difficulty, when he built up Feisal as the great Arab leader :
personifying in himself that one quality, courage, unanimously
admired by the English officer-class. (Intelligence, on the other
hand, would make more enemies than friends among such gentry.)
“ Lawrence desired to present — and with great literary skill
built up — the effigy of Feisal as the warrior-prophet unerringly
picked by the sagacious Lawrence and designed by Fate to
lead * the Arabs ’ to the defeat of the Turks and the establishment
of their independence and the winning of the world war. And
Lawrence, of course, was instantly recognised by Feisal as the
heaven-sent military genius to guide him . . . And yet Lawrence
himself afterwards confessed that Feisal was no good as a
military leader. There is also good reason to suppose that
Lawrence was not as much in Feisal’s confidence as he gave
out, for otherwise he would not have reported so confidently
that Feisal had been president of the Arab secret societies before
the war, when Feisal, as he told (George) Antonius “ had not
joined any such society.”
After Feisal’s death in Switzerland in 1933, Lawrence said to
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Liddell Hart, whose Lawrence-inspired book was then about
to be produced, that Feisal was a timid man, who hated running
into danger, but would do anything for ‘ Arab freedom ’. Liddell
H art was astonished at this reversal of judgment. In defence
of Feisal, it should be pointed out that when Lawrence ‘ picked ’
him, he was hardly more than a boy. His later career showed
a constant development in his character ; and timidity overcome
may be in complicated personalities the cause of great courage.
Feisal’s work in Iraq was personal and of fundamental importance
to the new state : teaching in a primary school, tirelessly working
towards the pacification of hereditary feuds and the overcoming
o f prejudice, so that when he died he had made himself respected
in a country on which he had originally been imposed.
If Lawrence built up Feisal, in order to ‘ sell ’ the Arab Revolt
to English officers, Lawrence himself was built up by the British.
It is perhaps hard for people outside England to know the mystique
that was built up round this willing lay-figure. The writer of this
article, a schoolboy in a typical English preparatory school on
the day of Lawrence’s fatal accident, was told by an almost weeping
form-master that Lawrence, the uncrowned king of the Arabs,
was the greatest Englishman of his generation. A more sophisticated
master at his public school, in about 1939, kept a copy of the
mystical Kennington portrait on his walls, and spoke of him in
words half reminiscent of the Suffering Servant, half of the ‘ outsider ’
of Camus. And now that his fame has been assailed, a military
writer to the Daily Telegraph has suggested that Lawrence
was almost a god to the Arabs, and that whatever his detractors
in England may say, he will be a campfire legend for at least
another century.
“ Uncrowned king of the Arabs ” : this fantastic legend could
be believed by those who believe that the Indians wanted the
British Raj to remain. The Arabs, like the Celts, have the great
gifts of disunity, and with those families which have worn crowns
in the twentieth century (the descendants of Muhammad Ali in
Egypt, the Hashemites in Jordan and Iraq, the Saoudis in Arabia)
the voice of public opinion has often been as sharp as the assassin’s
dagger. The only Arabs with whom Lawrence came into close
contact were those of the barren western fringe of Arabia ; they
were too busy being wrangled over by the rival claims of Hashemite
and Saoudi to contemplate an Anglo-Saxon king. The majority
o f the Arabs live in the valley of the Nile, and the majority of the
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rest either in Syria or Iraq — countries outside the Lawrentian
field. Further than this, suspicion of western motives and a
nationalist prejudice in favour of people of their own blood is as
strong in Arabia as Americanism in America and suspicion of
‘ orientals ’ in American funnies.
The same rejection of the ‘ almost a god ’ can be made : since
part of the Arab genius is their reluctance to admire, at least in
the lifetime of the candidate. King Ghazi, for example, is the
only member of the Hashemite dynasty to have had a fervid
popular following in Iraq — after his death. Killed in a motor
accident when still very young, he is now credited with virtues
of the mind and character which in his lifetime few people ascribed
to him.
What is the real attitude of the Arabs to the Arab Revolt and
to Lawrence, its western personification ?
To Lawrence, the attitude is simple : he is largely unremembered
(the ordinary Arab is not a great reader of books; Antonius’
The Arab Awakening did not sell out its Arabic translation;) or
remembered simply as one more foreign jassus, or spy. The
writer of this article asked a third year university class o flraq i
students of English (average age about twenty-one) what they
knew about Lawrence. There was reflective silence, then one
asked : “ Didn’t he write Lady Chatterley's Lover, Sir ? ”
The Seven Pillars has been translated into Arabic, but it makes
even less appeal in that tongue than in the original, and of course,
lacks the force of the mystique to push it along.
At a military dinner party in Baghdad just after the first world
war, a young English officer, who had been taking part in the
stiff fighting against the Turks in southern Iraq, asked Jaafar Pasha,
who had come from Syria to look into a country from which his
own ancestors had come and to which Feisal (expelled by the
French from Syria) was to be brought as king, “ Who is this fellow
Lawrence whom everyone is talking about ? ”
“ I first saw him,” Jaafar replied, “ When the Amir Feisal was
leading a great procession of Arabs into a captured town. First
came the Amir, and everyone cheered him with rapture. Then
came the soldiers on their camels, and last of all this Englishman.
As he came by the cheering started again : Ahlan, ya Abu Khayyal 1
Kayf Halek, ya Abu Khayyal 1”
The Englishman, who knew enough Arabic to know that Abu
Khayyal meant Father of the Horseman, was puzzled.
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“ Ah, but have you not seen your own gold sovereigns ?
They all have a horse on the back.”
Lawrence is thus regarded as a dispenser of gold to a revolt
that existed in its own right (here the Arab thesis is the same as
Aldington’s) ; also as a purveyer of promises that were later
broken (which Aldington belittles.)
And this leads to the Revolt itself. Aldington makes great
point of the comparative quiescence of the majority of the Arabs
during the war, and notes, correctly, that the great Shammar tribe
remained loyal to the Turks until the end. In the Arab cities of
Syria and Iraq the citizens did not show their sympathies with
the Revolt until the foreign troops had actually arrived. And in
Iraq the revolts of the twenties, particularly in the Shiite south,
among precisely those Arabs with least in common with the
Sunnite Turks, show how little the English were popularly regarded
as liberators. In Aldington’s interpretation, the Revolt was a
combination of Beduin greed for English gold with the ambitions
of one Arabian family, the Hashemites. This makes him jibe
at Arab resentment against the failure of Britain to honour her
promises to the Arabs, and to imply that such promises were
either not made, or were never binding.
The Arab attitude on this point would be clear : leaving the
tangled issues of promises and counterpromises aside, they would
assert that Arab rights to Arab lands in no sense depended on the
Allies : the Near East was not in the English ‘ gift
The Arab
Revolt was like the Czech Revolt against the Russians. Masaryk
may have played an important part in this revolt, as propagandist
and leader, but the rights of the Czechs depended on natural law,
not the gift of Wilson. Among the serious-minded Muslims there
was also much sincere conscience-searching about the rights and
wrongs of the revolt. An analogy here might be Ireland. Looking
back, the Revolt of 1916, with its trivial capture of a Post Office,
its sixteen martyrs, its poems by Yeats, is seen as more significant
to the course of Irish history, than the loyal war service in the
British Army of hundreds of thousands of Irish soldiers. Yet at
the time many families in Southern Ireland disapproved of the
Rebels — not for their aims, which had been common to most
Irishmen for centuries — but for their methods of accomplishing
them, by revolting against England when England’s youth were
on the Western Front. Faced by the same situation, it is perhaps
significant that Gandhi in India called off the independence
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movement for the duration of the war : and by so doing won
great respect among that generation of Englishmen later to concede
Indian freedom as a right. In the Arab countries of today it is
rare (but not unknown) to find those who believe that the Arab
Revolt should not have taken place, that the Arabs should have
waited for peace before pressing for the same reforms in Arabia
as the new generation of Turks were to press for in Turkey. But
although the anniversary of King Hussein’s revolt is a national
holiday, the recent Turco-Iraqi pact is only one pointer to an
obvious truth ■
— that Turkey and the Arabs form part of the
Moslem intercontinent, and must co-operate or die. This was
felt and argued quite strongly in the war, when to everything else
the claims of religion were added : the Sultan of Turkey being
also the Caliph of Islam. Warning voices even then were not
silent on the perils of accepting ‘ frangi ’ gold and of allying the
Arab movement (that had been going on for seventy years or so)
with Anglo-French imperialism. The Bolshevik revolutionaries
published Tsarist secret documents and in a flash revealed to the
whole world the perfidy of Allied promises. Instead of a Moslem
Turkish rule to which they were accustomed, the Arab world was
divided into zones of French and British influence, just as Palestine
had already been ambiguously promised to the Zionists. The
only parts of the Arab world not put under tutelage were the
backward kingdoms of Arabia and Yemen.
Lawrence’s bitter introductory chapter to the Seven Pillars
shows how shocked he was by the Sykes-Picot agreement; it
also shows that while he was making promises he knew that they
had little likelihood of being fulfilled. “ I risked the fraud, on
my conviction that Arab help was necessary to our cheap and
speedy victory in the East, and that better we win and break our
word than lose.” The Arabs would also argue that this ‘ personal ’
approach made such betrayals the less preventable. Arab rights
were seen as something to be bargained over, like a beautiful
stallion. The newer generation of Arabs would go even further.
By starting a romantic revolt in the Hejaz (one of the most backward
areas of the Arab world) the Arab Revolution which sprung from
it meant something far less basic than had been desired by the
profounder spirits who had thought and argued for an Arabic
renaissance ; and something far less radical, for example, than
Kemalism in Turkey. The new Arab states (for this purpose the
reader can freeze them in his mind’s eye at the time of the 1948
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Palestine fiasco) were national in outward form, but inwardly were
the continuation of much of Ottoman corruption. The rulers of
the Arab lands, a pack of cards continuously shuffled and reshuffled,
were the most suspect kind of nationalist — the kind that wishes
to kick out the foreign proconsul or pasha so as to step into his
shoes and enjoy his privileges. This has had a near-disastrous
result to the west and to those Arabs who want friendship with the
west. By supporting, for reasons of stability, bases, oil, etc., corrupt
regimes of a feudal nature, the west has made enemies of the
citizen-class in the Arab countries instead of friends. Again, the
opposite of Turkey, where a genuine national revolution has
canalised the support of the most energetic sections of society
into a real comradeship with the west. These are the deeper
injuries of the personal romanticisations spun round the capture
of Akaba and Wejh.
Thus we cannot take altogether lightly Lawrence’s proved defect
of ‘ romancing ’ : it is one more proof that to achieve great things
an integrity of spirit far removed from play-acting is the prime
requirement. Lawrence said : “ A man who gives himself to be
a possession of aliens leads a Yahoo life, having bartered his soul
to a brute-master.” This is true of prostitution, but not of free
giving. Lawrence did not give himself; he allowed his knowledge
of the Near East and his friendships with some Arabs to be used
by his superiors for aims alien to those he professed to Feisal.
Had his deception, his love of fancy dress and exaggeration, merely
been flaws in a personal rectitude, they would not matter so much.
But the play-actor was strolling into an arena where men were
dying and fighting in earnest. The cheap machiavellianism of
Lawrence’s later rationalisation, in the first chapter of Seven
Pillars, does not cover up an essential ugliness of spirit then present
in him. For uncovering this Aldington is to be praised. But
religion teaches that men are not what they are always, without
chance of change. Lawrence, removed from the trickery of the
Near East, to a battlefield where the suffering was his own, and
diplomacy no longer present, is a different and nobler person.
Aldington speaks, rightly, of the ugly lantern-jawed figure in the
Arab keffia. The later photographs could not be called ugly :
and the spirit in the later Lawrence is that rare thing in a complacent
age, a man who had suffered, and through suffering had progressed.
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LETTERS
EUROPEAN SOCIALISM
To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
Your correspondents in reply to my letter on the syndicalisation
of British Railways have all taken me to task for what they consider
to be an attack on European Socialism. Even “ European” in the
opening sentence of his reply in the June issue states that I appear
to advance four main objections to European Socialism.
It was certainly not my intention to raise objections to European
Socialism, but to point out what I thought to be weaknesses in
the case for the application of syndicalism to the problems of
the railways, and so far none of your correspondents has removed
any of the doubts that I expressed.
Syndicalism is as yet only an idea in its embryonic stage, and
one of the purposes of this magazine is to hold an open forum
for the expression of ideas. If it is considered that we have already
reached the stage of fixed ideas then we shall soon be as guilty
of doctrinaire precepts and consequently as adamant to the
acceptance of new ideas as the men of the old parties.
In an article in the July issue, Sir Oswald Mosley repudiates
certain mistakes in policy which were part of our pre-war programme,
and it may be that these mistakes had a bearing on our failure
to capture sufficient support for our ideas. Only a courageous
man is capable of such an admission, and this is surely all the
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more reason why we should make sure that the basis of our new
social structure should be on a sound workable foundation.
European Socialism is to be the politico-economic-philosophy
for the whole of Europe because we are firmly wedded to the
creation of the ideal of Europe a Nation. This is an ideal, and
as such must remain constant. European Socialism is the vehicle
by which we intend to make our ideal a practical reality. There
may be many forms of fuel which we can use in the vehicle, and
at the moment we are only discussing which type of fuel to use.
It may be that we shall use syndicalism, after it has been refined
and improved, and it may be that we shall find a better.
It is therefore essential that we welcome the comments of our
fellow Europeans on this particular issue of syndicalism, because
they are necessary to the successful implementation of our objective.
It is obvious from the comments of Reichsbankdirektor Erich
Pithe that he too has qualms on the identical issue of WorkerOwnership.
Simplicity is the essence of perfection, and this axiom can be
applied whenever a complex problem requires a solution. To me
the principle of syndicalism, in so far as it has been theoretically
applied to the complexities of industrial strife, is the very reverse
of symplicity, and is so bristling with snags, contradictions, and
anomalies that it will require considerably more clarity of thought
before it can become the baiss of our new social structure.
I reiterate my basic objection as stated in my original letter,
that where redundancy occurs in a syndicated industry the
manager-employee will be faced with an impossible situation
and an impasse will be reached to which under its present set-up
there will be no solution. I still contend that the human character
is essentially selfish, otherwise the necessity for governmental
institutions to curb and control would never have arisen.
If I might quote from Mosley’s article again, perhaps this may
be an instance where the new judiciary could adjudicate ; but
one thing is certain, there must be some over-all authority.
One final question. Will “ European” please inform me if there
is a difference between European Socialism and Syndicalism ?
To me, the former takes shape as the extention of patriotism
into wider spheres embracing the whole of Europe, while the latter
at most could only be an economic system to be varied or altered
as circumstances demand whereby we maintain the internal
economy of the social community.
Yours, etc.,
J ohn W . C harnley .

Wells’ Stores,
Burscough Bridge,
Lancs.
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THE TRIAL OF JOMO KENYATTA
To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
In the Daily Telegraph of 16th June, there is a report of the
banning of The Trial o f Jomo Kenyatta, by Montague Slater,
which profoundly alarms me as a student of africana for my degree
in anthropology and as a liberal (with a small L). The policy
is bad, even if the banning applies only to Kenya to save life,
because from reading Kenyatta’s own anthropological study of
the Kikuyu, Facing Mount Kenya, I find it difficult to think of
him as a communist despite his forced drift to Moscow.
The Kenya situation is quite different from that in Yugoslavia.
Tito is neither a patriot nor a primitive culture enthusiast, and
the sooner that particular Trojan horse which failed is trundled
back to the Soviet camp the better. African thought runs on
such different lines that banning the book will simply be claimed
as a sign of government guilt in the Mau Mau affair, and as fuel
for further acts of savagery which to their authors do not so appear.
Does the diehard element want to turn colour war into a classcolour conflict everywhere ? Or have they “ nazi atrocities ”
on the brain in a setting to which they simply cannot apply 7
Yours, etc.,
M iles D. S. K irk .
c/o 121 Hornsey Lane,
London, N.6.

SPANDAU
To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
I am very pleased to see “ European ”, in his June Analysis,
has brought to the notice of the public the terrible conditions
which still prevail at Spandau.
How disgusting.it is to keep these six men locked up in Spaadau
for alleged crimes, while the so-called “ great statesmen ” of both
East and West, who are responsible for far greater crimes against
humanity, are still at liberty, and still wielding power.
It is time the true war criminals were brought to justice, and
innocent men, of whom there are hundreds still being held in
gaols all over Europe, were released.
Yours, etc.,
P eter C laydon.

Brackenbury Lodge, 7 Crofton Road,
Ipswich, Suffolk.
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